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Abstract
The addition of an online sales channel affects all kinds of processes within a company.
Expanding one’s activities in an online environment, on its own, is a big challenge, but
doing it in environment which is somewhat old fashioned and reluctant towards
change is an even bigger challenge. This Master’s thesis focusses on how to provide
sales agents with guidelines and handles on when and how to redirect clients to the
online sales channel. In this paper, we explore the use of business process families as
a mean to model variability and determine when to redirect clients to an online sales
channel. We analyze the As-Is situation of the current sales process, the distribution
of online and offline sales based on country of origin and collections, identify different
customer types and their impact on the sales process; and finally, we analyze the
behavior of customers in the online sales environment. Based on these results, a
business process family is modeled which helps agents on when and how they should
redirect clients to the online sales channel. Furthermore, we validate the proposed
business process family model and formulate an implementation plan for the proposed
business process family model.
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Management Summary
This Master’s thesis focusses on how to provide agents of a sales process with
guidelines and handles on when and how to redirect clients to an online sales channel
in a B2B context. This project is conducted at Quality Textiles (QT), a B2B
multinational operating in fashion fabrics.
Problem orientation and problem definition
QT lacks in guidelines and handles for agents on when and how to redirect clients to
the online sales channel. This is caused by failure of the implementation of the (new)
online sales channel in the organization. Due to the lack of guidelines, QT encountered
other problems such as Stagnation in online sales, Consequences of implementing an
online sales channel, Resistance of agents towards the implementation an online sales
channel and higher efficiency required of agents. Based on these problems and
interrelations, the main problem is stated as follows: How can sales agents of QT be
provided with guidelines and handles on when and how to use the online sales channel
in their sales process? This main problem is then divided in five research questions.
Methods
To answers the research questions, different research methods are used. The focus of
the thesis is to provide guidelines and handles on when and how to use the online sales
channel. But before we can provide these guidelines, it’s important to investigate the
differences and similarities of both the online and offline sales channel to enable us to
exploit strengths and weaknesses of both channels. To do so, the As-Is situation is
mapped first. Next, sales data of both online and offline sales are compared and
analyzed. This will gain insight on sales differences in countries and collections. Then,
interviews are used to determine different customer types and how the type of
customer affects the sales process. Finally, process mining tools are used to analyze
process logs from the online sales channel. Successful paths within the online channel
are analyzed for different collections and countries. Insights gained from these
research methods are used as input for the redesign phase of the thesis.
In the redesign phase, guidelines and handles for agents on how to use the
online sales channel are determined. This would increase variability in the sales
process since the online channel is added to the sales process. To clearly model this
variability, we model the inclusion of the online sales channel using business process
families defined by Gröner, Bošković, Parreiras, & Gašević (2013). In contrast to the
frameworks found in the literature study, which just focus on modeling variability in
BPM, Gröner et al. (2013) also propose a validation approach for families of business
processes which ensures that each member of the business process family adheres to
the core intended behavior that is specified in the process model template.
Analysis
First, the As-Is situation of the current sales process of agents at QT is mapped in
BPMN using inputs gained from agents and practical observations. Analysis on online
and offline sales data showed that three countries sold more meters of fabric in the
iii

online channel than in the offline channel; Norway, Canada and United States.
Furthermore, mean order sizes are almost always significantly higher in the offline
channel than in the online channel except for the three countries described above. In
2016, QT sold 20 different collections containing in their offline channel and 12
different collections in their online channel. Relatively, there are four collections in
which more meters are sold in the online channel than in the offline channel, RS, KC,
CA and MZ. WI and FU are better sold in the offline channel.
Four different types of customers are identified by the customer segmentation
analysis: Confection, Retail, Brokering and DECO. Confection and Brokering Clients
prefer the offline sales channel as they would like to feel the fabric and seek for price
deductions due to the high order sizes. Retail and DECO clients on the other hand
have short sales processes, but the quantities are also lower. Retail and DECO clients
are most likely to purchase in the online sales channel.
Finally, the process mining within the online sales channel revealed highest
conversion rates in Germany, Austria, France and Denmark. Regarding collection,
collections KC, RS and PC show highest conversion rates with regard to website clicks.
Whereas collections WI, CT and FU show lowest conversion rates. In total, 1559
different variants in 1603 cases were followed which led to a purchase. It is hard to
define the best/optimal path due to this high variability. But clients who visited the
direct search-, basket- and KC-Collection page are most likely to place a successful
order.
Modeling Business Process Families
The insights gained in the analysis phase are used to model the business process
family for agents on when and how to use the online sales channel. A business process
family contains a feature model, process model template and mappings. Improvement
possibilities of the As-Is sales process are determined and used to develop the process
model template. The online-offline sales data analysis, customer segmentation and
process mining are used to define the feature model. Finally, all insights gained in the
analysis come together when formulating the mappings between the feature model
and business process model template. The process family is modelled in Figure 1.
This proposed business process family provides guidelines and handles on
when and how to use the online sales channel. It is also meant to increase online sales
by redirecting customers to the online channel more often.
Validation of the redesign
Validation of the proposed business process model family is done in five-fold. First, the
feature model is validated using three critical feature model errors. Secondly, the
proposed process model template is validated using two different validation strategies
which focus on the soundness (correctness) and process model quality metrics of the
model. Thirdly, mappings are validated using a validation algorithm which ensures
that each member of a business process family adheres to the core intended behavior
that is specified in the process model template. Fourthly, the improvement
possibilities are validated based on the outcome of the business process model family.
Finally, the redesign is discussed with the three important stakeholders of QT.
iv

Figure 1: Proposed Business Process Family

Implementation plan & results
Providing the agents of QT with the proposed business family model will not be
beneficial for the implementation of the redesign because most agents will probably
not understand the process model family. We therefore developed an implementation
plan for QT consisting of three steps. First, a business decision model for agents is
determined which help agent on when agents should redirect clients to the online (or
offline channel). Secondly, we redesigned the structure (i.e. layout) of the online sales
channel which will increase efficiency of the online sales channel. Finally, this
structural redesign is then used in the process on how agents should redirect clients
to the online sales channel. If implemented correctly, the proposed redesign and
implementation plan potentially save €140.000 in direct savings and an extra
€700.000 can approximately be saved by indirect savings.
Conclusion & Recommendation
Overall, we can conclude that the proposed business process family, containing the
feature model, process model template and mappings, is formulated and validated
properly. The function and outcomes of the proposed business process family are also
validated. To achieve best results after implementation of the proposed business
process family the following recommendations need to be considered. QT should adjust
the lay-out of the online sales channel to increase the interaction of clients with
products and interaction of agents with the online sales channel. Agents of QT need
to fill in orders of clients digitally to decrease throughput times in the offline sales
channel. Finally, I strongly recommend QT to implement an ERP system reducing
administrative and labor-intensive tasks.
v
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Research Introduction
Adding an online sales channel to your traditional sales program affects all kinds of
processes within a company; administrative, customer interaction, sales, order
handling etc. This Master’s thesis focusses on how to implement an online sales
channel in the traditional sales program and successfully boost online sales by
providing agents with guidelines on when and how to refer to an online sales channel.
This project is conducted at Quality Textiles (QT). QT is a B2B multinational
operating in fashion fabrics.
As a formal introduction, chapter 1 discusses the problem definition, research area
and scope, research questions, methodology and research design. We will start the
chapter with an elaboration on the company background, in section 1.1. Hereafter, we
define the problems encountered by QT and a problem mess indicating the
interrelation between problems in section 1.2. The research questions are formulated
in Section 1.3. Additionally, we focus on the theoretical background in section 1.4.
Here, the link is made to the literature study, which was elaborated prior to this
thesis. The methodologies used in this thesis are described in section 1.5. We
summarize the research in an overview in section 1.6 and finally define the thesis
outline in section 1.7.

1.1

Company Background

“The world of textiles holds no secrets” – Quality Textiles
Quality Textiles has grown from a wholesale business into a renowned one-stop-shop
partner for customers across the world. By building a broad range of services based on
the needs of fashion retailers, department stores and tailors. QT holds a very extensive
collection, ladies’ and children’s clothing in particular. More than 100,000 meters of
fabric pass through their hands every day. A stock of more than five million meters of
fabric in their warehouse, guarantees immediate dispatch and delivery. Orders are
sent to customers within 24 hours, wherever they are in the world. QT combines this
speed with stringent quality controls – all of which take place in house – and an
exceptionally high service level. Quality Textiles has had its roots in the international
world of textiles for more than 50 years.
With their head office in Oss, a factory in China and an office and knitting
mill in Italy and Spain, they take their inspiration from across the world and are at
1
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the forefront of fashion and trends. QT operates daily in more than 50 countries via a
worldwide network of agents. The companies’ digital stock system allows 24/7 access
to information, anywhere. This means you will know exactly what is in stock or
when your order will be delivered. Because nowadays worldwide means at home
anywhere, always nearby.
Organizational Chart
In this paragraph, we will describe the organization of QT and scope on which part of
the organization this thesis focusses. QT has 8 different departments: Styling,
Procurement, Administration, Back Office, Sales, Production, Sampling and Order
handling. The styling department is responsible for developing patterns for print of
fabrics, this can be focused on collection of QT or for private labels of QT’s clients. The
procurement department can be split in procurement for Asia and for EU (Turkey).
The administration department is responsible for all payments, invoices and Human
Resources. The back office is responsible for stock control, order handling in QT’s
information system and support of other departments (mainly sales). The sales
department can be split in online and offline sales. Online sales belong to the webshop,
offline sales can be either done by agents, expo events or displays in Oss, Weesp, Italy
or Spain. The production department is responsible for converting huge rolls of fabric
into smaller rolls, this is called ‘doubling’. The sample department makes samples for
either agents or clients. And finally, the order handling department is responsible for
order picking, temporary stock and packaging of orders.
The organization chart of QT is displayed in Figure 2, below. In this thesis, we
focus on the direction, sales, online and offline, the webshop and agents.

Figure 2: Organizational Chart of QT

2
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1.2

Problem Definition

Based on reactions from clients and online activities off competitors, QT decided to
develop an online sales channel at the end of 2014. At the first of July 2015, QT
launched their first ever online sales channel in the form of an online order module.
Clients could now see QT’s full assortment, new arrivals and were able to order fabrics
in an online environment. Besides the fact that clients had an overview of the
collection anywhere, anyplace and anytime, they could also order their fabrics in the
online order module and items were sent on their way the same day. This contradicts
with the ‘old’ way of working in which this process took at least two days. QT
immediately noticed the great potential of the online sales channel as their orders and
revenue grew linearly. With their eyes set on the future and taking the evolution of ecommerce in other markets (especially B2C) into consideration, QT wants to further
invest in the online sales channel and improve online sales. However, they encounter
different problems.
Stagnation in online sales
Surprisingly, the orders from the online sales program stagnated and stopped growing
at a constant rate in the beginning of 2016 (i.e. January-March). From July 2016, sales
started to rise again but large fluctuations in orders continued to exist in the upcoming
months. A reflection of the number of orders per month is given in Figure 3. Mean
order values per month fluctuated between 409.94 and 557.19 Euro.

Number of Orders Per Month
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Figure 3: Orders per month (July 2015- March 2017)

Given the lack of experience of QT regarding an online sales channel, QT is uncertain
about their online performance. Has their online sales channel matured? How do
clients and non-clients within the market respond to online purchases of fabrics.
Consequences of implementing an online sales channel
As one can imagine, implementing a new online sales channel has an immense impact
on different processes within the company. The online sales channel affected the
agents, who visit all clients face-to-face, of the traditional sales program, as new, and
more clients can be reached more easily thanks to the online sales channel.
Furthermore, the back office was affected because orders started to come in digitally
instead of hand-written. Also, the production department was affected because the
3
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average order size decreased due to clients which started to order more often;
sometimes even multiple times per day. More pressure evolved on the packaging
department due to the decreased order sizes; more orders needed to be handled whilst
the total amount of fabric which is ordered remained same as before.
Resistance of agents towards the implementation an online sales channel
Nowadays, QT has over 19 agents in more than 50 different countries. Most of these
agents work on provision basis; they get paid to the ratio of their sales. Some agents
are employed which means they get a monthly salary independent of their sales
number and an additional bonus based on their sales; which means that these agents’
income does not entirely depend on their sales numbers. Agents following the
traditional sales program evolved pressure on the online sales channel, and agents see
the online channel as competition. The idea of the online sales channel is that it serves
as a complementary tool for the traditional sales program. However, given the
resistance of agents to the online sales channel, the online sales channel is not
integrated into the traditional sales program properly.
Lack of guidelines for agents on when and how to use the online sales
channel
In addition to the matters discussed in the previous paragraph, the lack of guidelines
provided to the sales department regarding the online sales channel causes the biggest
obstacle for the success of the online sales channel. It is of great importance that the
online sales channel is included in the sales process of these agents. Guidelines and
handles on how to make use of the online sales channel need to be appointed. In this
way, agents will be able look at the online sales channel from a different perspective
and this will help them to use the online sales channel for their own benefits.
QT requires higher efficiency of agents
The substantial growth of QT over the last couple of years, forces everybody to work
more efficiently. Agents are currently trying to visit all clients at least once a year,
and some of them more often of course. This is however a very time consuming and
above all expensive procedure. The online sales channel is developed to support the
growth of QT. Due to the online sales channel, more clients may be served while no
new agents need to be appointed. Furthermore, the online sales channel is supposed
to increase service levels, customer satisfaction, expedite delivery times and ease-oforder.
Problem Mess
Obviously, the described problems are not isolated problems. The problems are related
and affect each other. We therefore defined a problem mess which formulates all
problems and interrelations between problems. The problem mess is displayed in
Figure 4.

4
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Figure 4: Problem Mess and Interrelations between problems

We will now describe the interrelations between the problems. As we saw, the
implementation of the online sales channel affects the entire organization. Therefore,
processes of different actors were affected and obviously, when routines change, this
causes friction. Because agents also communicate with other departments within the
organization, these frictions are passed over from other departments to agents
increasing the internal resistance of agents towards the online sales channel [C]. Vice
versa, whenever the resistance of agents towards the online sales channel changes,
this also affects the consequences of implementation of the online sales channel,
because agents will pass these positive vibes through to other departments [B].
Another problem which increases the resistance of agents towards the online sales
channel is the lack of guidelines for agents [D], because guidelines will help agents to
use the online sales channel for their own benefits and guidelines will therefore
decrease resistance of agents. As a result of this, the lack of guidelines has an indirect
effect on consequences of implementation [A], because of interrelations [D] and [B].
Furthermore, when the resistance of agents towards the online sales channel
decreases, this will have a positive effect on online sales and therefore the stagnation
in sales [G] because more clients will be redirected to the online sales by agents which
in turn increases order and revenues in the online channel. Finally, the lack of
guidelines makes the work of agents more inefficient. Implementing guidelines will
have a positive effect on agent efficiency and thus decreases the need for efficiency
[E]. When agents work more efficiently, this means that agents can serve more clients
in the same amount of time, which increases sales [H]. Thus, the lack of guidelines
indirectly affects stagnation in online sales [F], because of relations [D]-[G] and [E][H]. Because the lack of guidelines for agents affect all other problems directly or
indirectly [Scope of the thesis], we will focus on this problem in the remainder of
the thesis.
Finally, it is important to understand that QT wants to invest and increase online
revenues because margins in sales in the online channel are much higher than in the
offline channel. The online channel saves travel expenses and salary costs in many
different departments within the organization. Based on the developments and
corresponding problems, the main problems are defined as:
Main problem: How can sales agents of QT be provided with guidelines and handles
on when and how to use the online sales channel in their sales process?
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1.3

Research Questions

To answer the main research problem mentioned in the previous section, 1.3, we define
research questions in this section. First, we want to gain more insight in the current
sales process of agents, which is entirely focused on offline sales, the first research
questions are formulated as follows:
RQ-1A. What is the As-Is situation of the offline sales process of agents?
Secondly, we are interested in how the online sales compare to the offline sales. We
will compare these sales data on different levels, first on countries, then on collections
and finally per month. To investigate these matters, the following research questions
are defined:
RQ-2A. Which countries deviate in online sales compared to offline sales?
RQ-2B. Which collections are more successful in the different sales channels?
Thirdly, we want to identify different customers served by agents of QT and segment
these customers. Furthermore, we want to gain more insight on how the different
customer types affect the sales process. The third research questions are stated as
follows:
RQ-3A. What customer types exist and how can we segment customers of QT?
RQ-3B. What impact do different customer segments have on the sales process?
Fourthly, while focusing on the online sales channel only, we want to investigate the
cohesive processes followed within this channel. The fourth research question is
determined as follows:
RQ-4A. Which paths are most successful in the online sales channel?
RQ-4B. What are bottlenecks in the online sales channel?
The insights gained from research questions 1 to 4 are used for the redesign part of
the thesis. The final research questions are focused on the main problem stated in the
previous section. The research questions are formulated as follows:
RQ-5A. What are improvement possibilities in the As-Is situation of the offline
sales process of agents?
RQ-5B. How can we provide agents with guidelines and handles on when and how
to use the online sales channel in their sales process at QT?
RQ-5C. What are the results of the validation of the redesign?
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1.4

Theoretical background

Implementing the online sales channel into the traditional sales program by providing
guidelines and handles on when and how to refer to the online sales channel increases
the variability of this process. More different paths can be followed from initial point
of contact to actual sale and even after sales services. From now on, each of these
contact points can be either on- or offline. Off course every agent wants the client to
follow the “perfect” or “best” path. However, it is hard to define which path is the best
path. These paths may vary for different customer types, collections, countries and/or
in different situations.
In their book, Zapletal, Schuster, Liegl, Huemer, & Hofreiter (2010) describe
the use of process variants for the configuration and management of business process
in which (many) variations occur. Methods for dealing with variability have always
been a difficult subject in the field of BPM. In the literature study (Pijnenburg, 2017)
executed prior to this thesis, we found six different frameworks on how to model
variability in BPM. These frameworks are as follows: Provop framework (Hallerbach,
Bauer, & Reichert, 2010), configurable goal model (Lapouchnian, Yu, & Mylopoulos,
2007), configurable workflow models (Gottschalk, Van Der Aalst, Jansen-Vullers, &
La Rosa, 2008), mda based approach (Sbai & Fredj, 2016), orthogonal variability model
(Lee & Hwang, 2016) and MUSA (Bashroush, Garba, Rabiser, Groher, & Botterweck,
2017).
There are two different ways of managing variations in processes (Zapletal et
al., 2010). One way of managing is to treat each process variant as a separate process,
and to model and manage each variant separately and independently of one another.
This approach has the risk of leading to redundancies, inconsistencies and
inefficiencies due to fragmentation. The other approach is to manage an entire family
of process variants together, as if they were variations within a single consolidated
process. This approach however has the risk of leading to higher complexity, as the
consolidated process is hard to understand, implement and evolve.
Subsequent to the approach of managing an entire family of process variants
together, Gröner, Bošković, Parreiras, & Gašević (2013) came to new insights in which
they model business process families using feature models, process model templates
and mappings. In contrast to the frameworks found in the literature study, which
focus on modeling variability in BPM, Gröner et al. (2013) propose a validation
approach for families of business processes. Their validation algorithm ensures that
each member of the business process family adheres to the core intended behavior that
is specified in the process model template (or reference model). This proposed
validation approach is based on the use of Description Logics; Feature models
represent the variability of the process and control flow patterns grant for the behavior
of process models. We will further discuss and elaborate on modeling and validation
of business process families in section 1.5.
In this research, we will investigate whether the use of business process family
models and feature models can also be used to model and define choices in a practical
sales process without modelling the different process variants in a way that the
complexity of the model is too high.
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1.5

Methodology

The overall methodology used in this thesis is the problem solving cycle by Aken, J.;
Berends, H.; Bij, (2012). The problem-solving cycle is illustrated in Figure 5. The cycle
has five basic process steps; problem definition, analysis and diagnosis, solution
design, intervention; and learning and evaluation respectively. A full problem-solving
project has three phases: a design part, a change part and a learning part. The design
part contains redesign of the business process and is made based on the problem
definition, analysis and diagnoses; a change plan and the development of an
organizational support structure for the solution and change plan Aken, J.; Berends,
H.; Bij, (2012). The redesign is realized through changes in organizational roles and
routines in the change part. Finally, the client organization learns to operate with the
new system and instruments in the learning part.
The problem definition is linked to chapter 1, section 1.2 and 1.3 respectively. The
first, second, third and fourth research questions are link to the analysis and
diagnoses phase, these are elaborated in chapter 2. Answers gathered for these
research questions are all used in the next phase, solution design, where we will tackle
the main problem of the thesis (i.e. RQ-5B). Validation and implementation plan are
linked to the fourth phase of the problem-solving cycle. In the intervention phase, we
will validate our redesign, chapter 4, RQ-5C. Finally, we will conclude the cycle with
chapter 5 and 6, in which the implementation plan and conclusion & recommendations
are formulated.

Figure 5: Problem Solving Cycle ((Aken, J.; Berends, H.; Bij, 2012))

Obviously, different methodologies are used within each phase of the problem-solving
cycle to answers the research questions described in section 1.3. We will now further
describe these methodologies, and link them to the corresponding research questions.
As-Is Situation Analysis – RQ-1A
For the As-Is situation, we will focus on the current sales process of agents of QT.
Practical observations and inputs from agents are used to map all activities used in
the sales process. Currently, the sales process is entirely focused offline. We
formulated the sales process in BPMN. Improvement possibilities are examined and
formulated based on the inputs of agents and the BPMN model.
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CRISP-DM - RQ-2A, 2B
For RQ-2A, 2B, we will analyze the online and offline sales data. The cross-industry
standard process for data mining methodology (CRISP-DM) is used to answer the
second research question along with its sub questions. Datasets containing online and
offline sales data are gathered using the website developers and the administration
department of QT. The data analysis is conducted using the cross-industry standard
process for data mining methodology (CRISP-DM). The CRISP-DM is a well-known
methodology in the field of data mining and data analysis. It was developed in 1996,
and the most favored methodology ever since (Bošnjak, Grljević, & Bošnjak, 2009).
CRISP-DM comprises the following tasks: (a) business understanding; (b) data
understanding; (c) data preparation; (d) modeling; (e) evaluation; and (f) deployment
(Bošnjak et al., 2009). Generally, these tasks are executed in a chronological order, but
iterations often occur, as the outcome of each phase influences the next methodological
step. We will cover these steps of the CRISP-DM in section 2.2.
Personal Interviews – RQ 3A, 3B
The third research method of this thesis, Customer Segmentation, is elaborated using
personal interviews in which different customer types are identified. We chose the
personal interviewing type for this analysis due to its in-depth information and detail.
Personal interviews far exceeds information secured from telephone and selfadministrated surveys (Blumberg, Cooper, & Schindler, 2011). Interviews can be
executed in various forms from being highly unstructured to highly structured. A
flexible approach is generally used to conduct unstructured interviews. Although,
structured interviews are controlled in a consistent and orderly manner. In-depth
interviews are used in this section of the research. An in-depth interview is an
unstructured one-to-one discussion session between an interviewer and a respondent
(Jr. et al., 2011). As we seek in-depth information about different customer types, a
personal unstructured one-to-one discussion session is thus used for this part of the
research.
Process Mining – RQ 4A, 4B
We will use process mining to examine the online sales channel. The concept of process
mining is to discover, monitor and improve processes by extracting knowledge from
event logs (van der Aalst et al., 2007). An event log is a file which contains information
about events executed in a certain information system. Events typically refer to an
activity and a case, i.e. events are related to activities of a specific process and they
refer to a single instance of that process which is known as case. Figure 6 depicts an
overview of process mining. The topics in process mining can be classified into three
categories: (i) discovery, (ii) conformance and (iii) enhancement. (i) discovery deals
with discovery of models from event logs. Nowadays, many discovery techniques which
produce models using different notations (BPMN, Petri net, heuristic nets, etc.) exist.
(ii) conformance deals with analyzing whether reality, as recorded in a log, conforms
to the model and vice versa. In other words, it checks for any violation between what
was expected to happen and what actually happened. Finally, (iii) enhancement
concerns adapting the existing model based on information about the process
execution in the event logs.
9
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Figure 6: Overview of process mining (van der Aalst, Barthelmess, Ellis, & Wainer, 2000)

Multiple tools may be used to support process mining techniques. Well-known tools
are: Disco, Genet, ProM OKT Process Mining, Process Discovery focus,
ProcessAnalyzer, ARIS, Rbminer and Reflect (van der Aalst, 2011, 2012; van der Aalst
et al., 2007). For the analysis in this thesis we use the Disco tool, due to its ability to
deal with large event logs, complex models, conversion and filtering functions. In
addition, performance metrics are shown in a direct and intuitive manner.
Modeling Business Process Families – RQ 5B (based on RQ1,2,3,4,5A)
Finally, the insights gathered from research questions 1 to 4 are used for the redesign
part of this study, were a business process family is modelled. This method
corresponds to the literature we found in the literature study, elaborated prior to this
thesis, which focused on modelling process variants. A business process family is
composed by a feature model, process model template and mappings. RQ-2, 3, 4 are
used to develop the feature model, RQ-1 is used to develop the process model template
in which the online sales channel is integrated based on the improvement possibilities.
Managing variability in process models is one of the main requirements for the
effective and scalable reusability of process models (Hallerbach et al., 2010). Managing
this variability requires individual variation points which allow stakeholders to make
their own choices when using the process model. Moreover, not only these variations
point are needed, but algorithms that guide stakeholders when making these choices
are also demanded (Rosemann & van der Aalst, 2007) because the choices made in
some variation points also affect other variation points. Feature models are used as a
guidance for stakeholders on how to configure an individual process model.
The basic idea is illustrated in Figure 7 below. The feature model (a) captures
the variability and offers stakeholders customization choices that describe
configuration options. The process model template is displayed in the lower section
(b). Mapping (c) describe the implementation of features by an activity of the process
model template (Gröner et al., 2013). A singular selection of features controls which
elements of the process model template stay and which are removed. Members of the
business process family are obtained by feature selections from a business process
family model, see Figure 8.
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Figure 8: A business process family, consisting of a feature model (a),
process model template (b) and mappings (c) (Gröner et al., 2013)

Figure 7: Feature selections create
members of the business process family
(Gröner et al., 2013)

We will formally define feature models, the process model template and mapping in
this paragraph. Feature models have a tree-like architecture whose leaves contain
features of the target software product line (Dumas, La Rosa, Mendling, & Reijers,
2013). Three kinds of relationships between features in a feature model exist: (i)
parent-child relationships, (ii) group relationships and (3) cross-tree constraints
(a.k.a. integrity constraints). The latter, cross-tree constraints, cannot be captured in
the feature models. These constraints are therefore modelled separately by naming
the constraint between features using include and exclude criteria. Gröner et al. (2013)
define feature models as follows:
Definition Feature Model. A feature model 𝜙 = < ℱ, ℱ𝑀 , ℱ𝑂 , ℱ𝐼𝑂𝑅 , ℱ𝑋𝑂𝑅 , ℱ𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙 , ℱ𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑙 > is
a tree structure that consist of features ℱ. 𝒫(ℱ) is a set of parent feature where
mandatory and optional child features are defined respectively, ℱ𝑀 ⊆ ℱ 𝑥 𝒫(ℱ) and
ℱ𝑂 ⊆ ℱ 𝑥 𝒫(ℱ). ℱ𝐼𝑂𝑅 ⊆ ℱ 𝑥 𝒫(ℱ) and ℱ𝑋𝑂𝑅 ⊆ ℱ 𝑥 𝒫(ℱ) are sets of pairs of child features
and their common parent feature. ℱ𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙 ⊆ ℱ 𝑥 𝒫(ℱ) and ℱ𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑙 ⊆ ℱ 𝑥 𝒫(ℱ) are sets of
integrity constraints.

A process model template reflects the overall process which is elaborated. This can be
in BPMN and consists of paths, activities and gateways. The process model template
is defined as (Gröner et al., 2013):
Definition Process model template. A process model template is a directed graph
Ω𝐺 = < 𝒱, ℰ > with 𝒱 denoting a finite set of vertices and ℰ the edges between the vertices
describing the flow of the process. The structured process model template is defined as
Ω = < 𝒱, ℰ, 𝒮, 𝒟 >. Where 𝒮 represents SESE fragments of Ω.

This definition can be extended to a structured process model template. Structured
models require that for each opening gateway there is a single-entry-single-exit
(SESE) gateway.
Finally, mapping connect features and activities of the process model template.
Mappings are defined as follows (Gröner et al., 2013):
Definition Mappings. For a feature model 𝜙 = < ℱ, ℱ𝑀 , ℱ𝑂 , ℱ𝐼𝑂𝑅 , ℱ𝑋𝑂𝑅 , ℱ𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙 , ℱ𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑙 > and
a structured process model template Ω = < 𝒱, ℰ, 𝒮, 𝒟 > with 𝒜 ⊆ 𝒱, a mapping ℳ is a
relation ℳ ⊆ ℱ𝑥𝒜 defined as ℳ ≔ {{𝑓, 𝑎): 𝑓 ⊆ ℱ ^ 𝑎 ∈ 𝒜).
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1.6

Research Overview

The purpose of this section is to summarize the research described in chapter 1. An
overview of the research is given in Figure 9, below. A bigger format of this overview
is displayed in Figure 20, Appendix A. The overview should be interpreted as follows.
The different phases of the problem-solving cycle (Aken, J.; Berends, H.; Bij, 2012) are
illustrated by the colored blocks, red for the problem definition, blue for analysis and
diagnosis, green for solution design and black for intervention, learning and
evaluation. The main problem, defined in section 1.2, is illustrated in the left side of
the figure. Overseeing the overview from left to right, the next block (blue) contains
the research questions 1 to 4 and accordingly used methods, defined in section 1.3 and
section 1.5. Hereafter, improvement possibilities of the current sales process are
examined (RQ-5A), the main problem (RQ-5B) and method to solve the main problem
is illustrated in the green block, these items are based on section 1.3 and section 1.5.
Finally, RQ-5C is used to validate the master-objective, providing guidelines and
handles for agents on when and how to refer to the online sales channel is illustrated
in the black block on the right-hand side of the figure.

Figure 9: Research Overview

1.7

Thesis Outline

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows; in Chapter 2 we will gain deeper
insights in the online- and offline-sales by carrying out an As-Is situation analysis,
sales dataset comparison, interview and process mining methods. These methods
correspond to RQ-1,2,3,4 respectively. In Chapter 3, we will first examine the
improvement possibilities of the As-Is situation and answer RQ-5A. Hereafter, we will
answer RQ-5B, which formulates the business process family which provides
guidelines and handles for agents on when and how to refer to the online sales channel.
In the following chapter, 4, we will validate the proposed business process family, RQ5C. In chapter 5, we will formulate an implementation plan to make sure that the
proposed business process family is integrated in the organization of QT properly.
Finally, we conclude the thesis in chapter 6, which formulates the solution to the main
problem, recommendations for QT and future research.
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The analyses of the first four research questions are presented in this chapter. It
reflects the second phase of the problem solving cycle described by Aken et al. (2012);
the analysis & diagnosis phase. The goal of this chapter is to analyze the online sales
channel and its impact on the organization from different perspectives and gather
knowledge required for the redesign phase. We will tackle the research questions in a
chronological order, starting with the As-Is situation to answer RQ-1A. Hereafter, the
sales data of both the online and offline channel are analyzed in section 2.2, which
refer to RQ-2A, B. This analysis is followed by the customer segmentation in section
2.3, which focusses on RQ-3A, B. Subsequently, the process mining analysis of the
online sales channel is elaborated in section 2.4, answering RQ-4A, 4B. This chapter
is concluded with a summary of the main findings which are required for the redesign
phase of this thesis, in section 2.5.

2.1

As-Is Situation

The first part of the analysis focusses on RQ-1A. Before diving into specifics, we will
first display a consolidated reflection of the traditional sales process in the As-Is
situation in Figure 10, below. This process is constituted based on five different subobjectives which all take place offline. These sub-objectives are: Client financial check,
Schedule appointment, Prepare appointment & complete sample collection, Face-toface appointment with client and Order handling and shipping. The sub-processes
described in Figure 10 are further explained on the next page and are modelled in
Appendix L, Figure 21, Figure 22, Figure 23, Figure 24 and Figure 25.

Figure 10: Consolidated As-Is Sales Process in BPMN Notation
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[Client financial check]: The sales process starts whenever a client wishes to meet an
agent, or when the back office informs the agent about new collections in the
assortment. The agent analyzes the client’s orders. This will help him to getter a better
picture of the client’s current performance. After that, the agent requests a financial
check from the administration department. The administration department performs
the check and evaluates the client’s financial position. If the financial check is not
approved, i.e. the client has some bills to be paid, this information is proceeded to the
agent, who in turn contacts the client about the unpaid deliveries. The agent sets up
payment agreements with the client. If those payment agreements cannot be met, the
process ends and the agent will not visit the client.
[Schedule Appointment]: An agent then tries to schedule an appointment with the
client. Once the appointment is set, the agent needs to prepare himself for the
appointment. If financial check is approved, or the payment terms are met by the
client, the process continues by evaluating the last visit with the client.
[Prepare appointment & complete sample collection]: Agents always keep record of
their previous visits and details. Then, the agent checks his sample collection on
completeness. If samples of articles are missing, he informs the sample room about
missing articles. The sample room tries to complete these samples within 5 working
days. If this objective cannot be met, the sample room informs the agent, on which the
agents decides whether to proceed without the missing samples, or wait for two weeks
and try again. Now, only one check must be completed before the agent can meet the
client. The agent requests information about sold-out articles from the back office. If
articles are sold out, the back office creates a list of the sold-out items and hands it
over to the agent. The agent then removes sold-out articles in the sample collection. If
no sold-out articles occur, the back office informs the agent on this matter.
[Face-to-face appointment with client]: The process then continues with the agent
traveling to the client for the face-to-face meeting. At location, the agent shows the
collection to the client and answers all questions the client asks. If the agent cannot
answer a question, he seeks support from the back office to successfully handle the
question(s). If all questions are answered and prices have been agreed on, the client
proceeds the order. If there are no agreements about prices, or the client wishes to
make new agreements about prices, the client and agent negotiate on price
agreements. If agent and client come to an agreement, the client places the order, and
if not, the client does not place the order. Regardless, the agent either returns home,
visits the next client or returns to QT. The meeting is then reported and details
regarding the meeting are further elaborated. Agents come back to the QT
headquarters each Friday where they then hand the order over to the back office. The
time which passes for the agent to present the order to the back office depends on the
day the client was visited.
[Order handling and shipping]: After receiving the order from the agent, the back
office checks the order and adjusts it in case not all articles can be delivered. The order
is then confirmed and submitted in the system. Before collecting the order, the
warehouse first checks on outstanding backorders. If backorders occur, these are
added to the order. The order is then collected and, depending on the order, items are
shipped to either the client or the agent responsible for the client. Items sent to the
agent are then shipped to the client by the agent.
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2.2

Online-Offline Sales Data Analysis

The second analysis which is elaborated is the Online-Offline Sales Data Analysis.
The goal of this analysis is to answer RQ-2A, B. We seek to get more insight in the
difference between online and offline sales. This insight should help us with
developing process variants in which both sales channels are integrated. Additionally,
we want to utilize strengths of both sales channels and exploit them together.
As mentioned in section 1.5, the CRISP-DM methodology is used to further
carry out the second analysis. We will cover the steps of the CRISP-DM: (a) business
understanding; (b) data understanding; (c) data preparation; (d) modeling; (e)
evaluation; and (f) deployment (Bošnjak et al., 2009) in the remaining of this section.
2.2.1 Business Understanding
The business understanding phase contains: business objectives & success criteria,
assess situation (inventory of resources, risks and contingencies, costs and benefits),
determine data analysis goals and data analysis success criteria (Wilbik, 2017). The
goal of the businesses understanding phase is getting to know the business in which
the data analysis is conducted. Since most parts of the business are described in the
previous chapter, we will not extensively explain this phase. In short, the business
objectives and situation assessment are described in chapter 1. The data mining goal
is described in above, at the start of this chapter. The goal is to get more detailed
insight in the difference between online and offline sales. Success criteria of the data
analysis are completely focused on research question 2 and 3. The analysis is
conducted to answer these questions.
2.2.2 Data Understanding
Next up is the data understanding phase, with the obvious purpose getting a better
understanding of the data. The data understanding phase contains the following steps:
collect initial data, describe data (volume, attributes), explore data (basic statistics,
sub-populations), verify data quality (coverage, missing attributes, missing data)
(Wilbik, 2017).
As announced previously, online and offline sales data are collected using the
website developers and the administration department of QT respectively. This
resulted in two datasets; one containing all orderliness of the sales in the online order
module in 2016 and one containing all billed invoices to clients of all sales (online and
offline) in 2016. We will refer to these datasets as ‘DataOnline’ or ‘online dataset’ and
‘DataTotal’ or ‘total dataset’ subsequently. Moreover, since to different parties
collected the data some deviations between de datasets occur. A table with a
description to the variables, data types, scale types, which variables are included in
the different datasets and an explanation of each variable can be found in Table 17 in
Appendix B. An example of the data displayed in the online dataset is displayed in
Appendix D. An overview of the datasets which we gathered by the website developers
and the administration department of QT is shown in Table 1 below.
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DataTotal

DataOnline

Ratio
Total:Offline
Total Amount
€ 27.924.822,61
€ 3.435.111,85
8,13:1
Total NumberOfMeters
7.743.676
941.215
8,23:1
# Order lines
139.372
69.380
2,01:1
Table 1: Initial Datasets before data cleaning

Data Cleaning
Before the data can be handled and transformed, there are some data cleaning tasks
which need to be completed. In this part, we will check the datasets on missing,
incomplete, noisy, and inconsistent data and detect outliers (Wilbik, 2017). See script:
Dataset_DataCleaning in Appendix Q.
First, the data is checked for missing values. Unfortunately, some missing data
for the variables Month, Date and Time occurred in the online dataset. Because data
was exported in a chronological order, it was easy to recover these missing items for
the variable Month. Data and Time could not be recovered and these data cells are
therefore left blank. Subsequently, the data is checked on incompleteness.
Incompleteness can be caused by lacking attribute values, which lack certain
attributes of interest, or contain only aggregate data (Wilbik, 2017). The total dataset
lacks the variable Order ID, this variable is crucial for comparing order sizes in the
different channels. We therefore have to create the Order ID for the offline dataset
ourselves. Fortunately, no further noisy data (which contain errors) occur in the
datasets. Inconsistency however, does occur between the two datasets. The online
order module has a Minimum Order Quantity (MOQ) of 10 meters (with an exception
of MOQ=5 for one of the collections), whereas the offline order channel does not have
any MOQ resulting in order lines containing orders less than 5 meters in the total
dataset. Besides this, the total dataset contains order lines which contain the purchase
of ‘Stalen’. ‘Stalen’ are small samples of different fabrics and cannot be ordered in the
online order module and therefore only occur in the total dataset. To consistently
compare the online sales with the offline sales, all order lines less than 5 meters and
all order lines concerning ‘Stalen’ are deleted from the total dataset. Finally, the
datasets are checked on outliers. Some outliers are identified when price in an order
line is lower than € 0.9 per meter since this is the lowest price possible. Price is
determined by dividing the variable Amount by variable NumberOfMeters. Other
checks on outliers will be done in the following section: data preparation. An overview
of the datasets after data cleaning is given in Table 2 below.
DataTotal

DataOnline

Total Amount
€ 27.644.058,20
€ 3.431.707,85
Total NumberOfMeters
7.626.019
936.455
# Order lines
130.879
69.255
Table 2: Datasets after data cleaning

Ratio
Total:Offline
8,13:1
8,23:1
2,01:1

2.2.3 Data Preparation
The data preparation stage is an important stage in this analysis. The data in which
it is represented now is of no use for the analysis. We seek to find an analysis in which
we compare online sales with offline sales. But, we only have the dataset of total sales
and online sales momentarily, the offline sales dataset has yet to be created. To create
the offline dataset, the online dataset must be deducted from the total dataset. The
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data preparation is executed in MATLAB. Documentation of the MATLAB codes used
for the data preparation can be found in appendix Q. In total, seven different scripts
are used to complete the data preparation. The script “Dataset_Comparison” is the
master script which executes all following scripts.
First, the datasets are imported in MATLAB (See script Dataset_Import).
Hereafter, the data cleaning tasks elaborated in the previous section are executed (see
script Dataset_DataCleaning).
The online dataset differentiates order lines on both Article and ColorCode
whereas the total dataset only differentiates order lines based on Articles. Due to the
inclusion of the variable ColorCode in the online dataset, order lines in this dataset
are gathered in more detail resulting in a dataset containing a relatively high number
of order lines, see Table 1. For example: say a person orders article "A" in colors "1"
and "2" in the online order module. The Online sales data then contains two order lines:
"A-1" and "A-2". However, this is collected in the Total Sales Data as just one row with
Article "A" and summed values for "A-1" and "A-2". Therefore, order lines in the online
dataset must be merged, otherwise these order lines can’t be deducted from the total
dataset (see script Dataset_Merge). After the merge, the online dataset deducted from
69.255 to 26.949 order lines, which is a reduction of 61,09%.
Next, order lines which reflect returns must be identified and transcribed into
a new dataset. Returns can be found based on order lines which contain negative
values for the variables ‘Amount’ and ‘NumberOfMeters’. In total, 4388 order lines in
the total dataset are identified as returns. These order lines are deleted from the total
dataset (see script Dataset_Returns).
Finally, we the online dataset from the total dataset which will give us a
dataset containing all offline sales (see script Dataset_Subtraction). To distract the
online sales data from the total sales data, we need to define on which decision
variables order lines between the total and online dataset are identified. The variables
Article, Country, Month, ClientID are selected (see Appendix B). Unfortunately, the
variables Amount and NumberOfMeters cannot be used to search identical order lines.
Because the values for these variables for the same order line deviate between the two
datasets (total and online), this occurs due to the following reasons:
• All orders in the online order module must first be checked on stock status.
because the online order module is not connected to an inventory system,
inventory positions are not up to date and stock-outs or deviations in the meters
of fabric in stock may occur.
• Fabrics come in by big rolls with different number of meters on each roll. These
rolls are handled before they are stocked. Rolls are divided in smaller rolls with
variative number of meters, and therefore the exact number of meters of an order
line might not be available. This results in different values for the variables
Amount and NumberOfMeters between the online order module and the
administration department. For these reasons, the online order module is not
connected to an online payment system.
• For some cases, inappropriate staff prices or linked to the client in the online
order module. Resulting in different values for the variables Amount and
NumberOfMeters in the total and online dataset for the same order line.
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•
•

Some clients have individual price agreements which are also not linked in the
online order module
For some clients, inappropriate shipping costs are displayed in the online order
module. Some clients have price agreements about shipping which are also not
linked in the online order module.

Subtracting the online sales data from the total sales data resulted in the following
datasets, see Table 3. According to Table 3, 2.699 (10,17%) order lines in the online
dataset can’t be found in the total dataset. This means that 10.17% of all order lines
ordered in the online order module were never billed and delivered due to either preorders, backorders, stock outs or test purchases. Consultation with the website
developers and supervisor concluded that this value is plausible and these order lines
are therefore deleted in the online dataset.
DataTotal
DataOnline
Total Amount
€ 29.000.850,39
€ 3.373.542,60
Total NumberOfMeters
7.946.152
921.930
# Order lines
127.281
26.532
19.957 + 3301 + 575 = 23.833 order lines were found (89,83%)
2.699 order lines were not found (10,17%)

DataOffline
€ 25.995.756,12
7.121.763
103.448

Table 3: Datasets after subtraction

Boxplots and QQ-Plot
Finally, before we complete the data preparation we double check the data on outliers
using boxplots and QQ-plots. Boxplots for the offline and online channel are displayed
in Figure 11 and Figure 12 respectively. Please note that the y-axes of both boxplots
are log-transformed to provide a clearer view of the boxplots and quantiles. Both
boxplots show no negative data points which indicate no outliers due to negative
values of NumberOfMeters per order line. Boxplots for the offline channel look quite
similar for most of the collections. Some look different but this is meanly caused due
to significant lower order lines (as for collection PW, QJ IB, VO). Collection VO shows
high NumberOfMeters per order line in general. Boxplots of the online channel show
even greater similarities. For most of the plots, the smallest data point, lower quantile
(25%) and median (50%) are all equal to 10 meters which is the MOQ for the online

Figure 12: Boxplot per Collection of Offline Sales

Figure 11: Boxplot per Collection of Online Sales

order module as we announced previously. So many order lines in the online channel
concern orders of 10 meters of fabrics. Furthermore, collection RS show a lowest data
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point of 5 meters. This is not an outlier because MOQ of 5 meters are allowed for this
collection which was also announced previously. Comparing the boxplots of the offline
sales to the online sales shows greater variance in the NumberOfMeters per order line
ordered in the offline channel than in the online channel. But not only variance, size
of orders is also greater in the offline channel. A QQ-plot between the
NumberOfMeters between the online and offline sales channel is provided in Figure
13 below.

Figure 13: QQ-plot of online vs. offline NumberOfMeters

Final Datasets used for modeling
The two distributions being compared are not similar, since the points in the QQ-plot
do not approximately lie on red dotted line y = x. However, the distributions are
linearly related because the points in the QQ-plot will approximately lie on a line, but
not necessarily on the line y = x (Wilk & Gnanadesikan, 1968). The inequality of the
distribution enables us to analyze and utilize strengths of both sales channels. No
more outliers are detected, the final dataset look as follows, see Table 4.
DataTotal
DataOnline
DataOffline
€ 29.000.850,39
€ 3.051.194,35
€ 25.995.756,12
Total Amount
7.946.152
835.365
7.121.763
Total No.OfMeters
127.281
23.833
103.448
# Order lines
€ 227,85
€ 128,02
€ 251,29
Mean Amount
62,43
35,05
68,84
Mean No.OfMeters
[5,00; 90.560,52]
[10,00; 5.460,00]
[5,00; 90.560,52]
[Min;Max] Amount
[5,00; 2.990,00]
[5,00; 16.927,20]
[Min;Max]No.Meters [5,00; 16.927,20]
28.744
6.976
23.925
# Orders
€ 1008,94
€ 437,38
€ 1086,55
Mean Order Amount
276,46
119,75
297,67
Mean Order No.M
42
27
42
# No. Of Countries
20
12
20
# No. Of Collections
2126
1111
2109
# No. Of Articles
Table 4: Final datasets after data preparation
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2.2.4 Modeling
The datasets displayed in Table 4 serve as the basis for this part of the analysis,
modeling. The modeling phase of the CRISP-DM methodology includes the application
of data mining techniques and knowledge discovery methods. The goal of this analysis
is to retrieve information from the data which will help us answer the second and third
research question, which both focus on the difference in sales between the online and
offline sales channel. A descriptive data mining technique would therefore be best
suitable to answer the goal for this analysis. A data mining technique as such is called
Descriptive Modeling. The goal of Descriptive modeling is to describe the complete
data set. One could, for example, divide the data into different clusters (clustering or
segmentation) or describe the relationships between different variables (dependency
analysis) (Hand, Mannilla, & Smyth, 2001). As the term descriptive already states,
this section will be descriptive only. A conclusion and the results will be discussed in
the following section.
Collection
We start by comparing the online and offline sales channel on sales between different
collections. Comparison on collection-level is preferred over comparison on articlelevel, since 2126 different articles exist in the data. Comparison on article-level would
be too obscure due to the number of different articles. QT offers 20 different collections
in total, and 12 of these are also offered in the online order module. The 8 collections
that are not offered in the online order module are outdated collections and are
therefore not offered.
Charts of the sales of the offline and online channel per collection can be found
in Appendix E, Figure 26 and Figure 27 respectively. In these charts, the total amount,
total NumberOfMeters and percentage for the NumberOfMeters are displayed per
collection type and sorted in descending order based on NumberOfMeters. Filtering in
descending order on variable NumberOfMeters is preferred over the variable amount
because prices differ per collection. Please note that the left y-axes are log-transformed
to provide a better view but keep in mind that differences between collection are
greater than they seem at first sight due to the transformed y-axes. Hence, we added
the percentage NumberOfMeters line which indicates these differences better for most
collections on the left side of the chart. As one can see, this line is rather different
between the two channels. The line is smoother for offline sales than for online sales.
Furthermore, two collections (RS and KC) are responsible for more than 85% of the
total sales NumberOfMeters.
Table 23 in Appendix E provides a more statistical view on the comparison
between the online and offline channel per collection. The right hand-side of the table
indicates the differences between the two channels, values that are green indicate
greater values for the online channel, and blue vice versa. The offline channel is
superior to the online channel on almost every aspect expect for the percentage of total
amount of meters for collections RS, KC, CA, MZ and the number of orderliness per
order for collection CA. In addition, sales are less distributed among the different
collections in the online order module as 86,9% of the total sales belong to collections
RS and KC. This phenomenon is also known as the pareto-principle (Meiseberg, 2016).
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Country
Comparison per country is up next. Offline, QT was active in 42 countries in 2016,
while they were active in 27 countries online. Charts of the sales of the offline and
online channel per country can be found in Appendix F, Figure 28 and Figure 29
respectively. They have the same lay-out and meaning as the charts used in the
previous paragraph. As has been said, the charts are sorted in descending order based
on NumberOfMeters. What is interesting to see is the difference in the shape of the
percentage NumberOfMeters line (orange line). Sales in the offline channel are most
accounted for by Germany and the Netherlands whereas in the online channel
Germany accounts for more than half of all orders on its own. Furthermore, a little
‘plateau’ can be seen in the offline sales graph for France, Belgium and Italy whereas
the line in the online sales is smoother (excluding Germany).
Table 20 in Appendix F allows us to compare the sales per channel and per
country in more detail. Again, the right hand-side of the table indicates the differences
between the two channels, values which are green indicate greater values for the
online channel, blue vice versa. What stands out most is the difference between the
offline and online sales for Germany, Germany accounts for 28,69% of the total sales
in the offline channel whereas 60,10% in the offline channel. However, keep in mind
that sales in the online channel are distributed over fewer countries. Germany still
has more sales in the offline channel than in the online channel, except not relative to
its total sales in each channel. There are two countries were more orders occurred in
the online channel than in the offline channel, which are Slovenia and Canada.
Although more orders occurred in the offline channel for Slovenia, more
NumberOfMeters where sold in the offline channel (with higher mean order values).
What is also interesting is that mean order sizes are almost always significantly
higher in the offline channel than in the online channel. A geographical map of the
distribution of NumberOfMeters among countries in Europe in the offline and online
channel are represented in Figure 30 and Figure 31 respectively. Percentiles are used
to transform the data to better indicate differences between countries more
adequately. Global maps are displayed in Appendix F, Figure 32 and Figure 33.
Month
Consecutively, we compare sales between the offline and online sales channel per
month as there might be differences between the channels for periods within a year.
When comparing Figure 34 and Figure 35 in Appendix G, these differences become
clear immediately. The sales in the offline channel are higher in the first half year
(Jan-July). Whereas the sales in the online channel were highest in the last part of
the year (Aug-Dec). Nevertheless, we must keep in mind that the online sales channel
started selling items in July 2015. What is clearly visible in the offline sales are the
lower sales in the months in which most agents are on holiday, namely May, June,
July and December. These effects are less visible in the online channel. the
fluctuations seen in Figure 34 and Figure 35 are also clearly visible in Table 21. The
offline sales channel relatively has the upper hand in sales during the first part of the
year, whereas the online channel account for more sales in the second part of the year.
What is interesting is that mean order amounts and order lines per order in both the
offline and online channel are highest in August.
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2.2.5 Evaluation (Results)
As the step ‘deployment’ will not be executed in this phase of the thesis, evaluation is
the last step of the CRISP-DM Methodology. We will use the information gathered in
the previous sections to answer the second, third, fourth and fifth research question.
RQ-2A. Which countries deviate in online sales compared to offline sales?

Country

In 2016, QT sold articles via their offline channel in 42 countries. They were active in
27 countries online. Table 5 below shows the top 10 countries per sales channel based
on the NumberOfMeters sold. Sales are more evenly distributed among the different
countries in the offline channel than in the online channel. In the online channel,
Germany accounts for 60,10% of all sales. The Netherlands comes second with just
9,04%. This decay is clearly visible when comparing Figure 28 and Figure 29,
Appendix F.
Relative to total sales within the channel, there are nine countries in which
more meters are sold in the online channel than in the offline channel. These countries
are Germany, Sweden, Switzerland, Denmark, Slovenia, Luxembourg, Norway,
Canada and US. From these nine, Germany has the biggest difference in favor of the
online channel, 31,41% (please keep in mind that sales in the online channel are
distributed over fewer countries. Germany still has more sales in the offline channel
than in the online channel, except not relative to its total sales in each channel).
Surprisingly, the Netherlands is the country with the biggest relative difference in
favor of the offline channel compared to the online channel, followed closely by Italy
and Belgium.
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Offline Channel
Germany
Netherlands
France
Belgium
Italy
Spain
Austria
Poland
Finland
Sweden

%*
28,96
16,86
8,05
7,99
7,45
4,15
3,39
2,48
2,24
2,23

Online Channel
Germany
Netherlands
Denmark
Sweden
France
Slovenia**
Austria
Switzerland
Belgium
Hungary**

%*
60,10
9,04
6,69
5,27
3,31
3,01
2,56
2,43
1,92
1,30

*percentage of total sales according to that specific sales channel
** Broadband coverage less than EU-average of 97,4%
Table 5: Top-10 countries for both sales channels

There are three countries where more absolute meters were sold in the online
channel in comparison with the offline channel; Norway, Canada and the United
States. Furthermore, mean order sizes are almost always significantly higher in the
offline channel than in the online channel except for the three countries described
above. Finally, we will compare the online sales distribution with results from a survey
on the European Broadband Coverage executed for The European Commission (IHS
& VVA Consulting, 2015). The overall fixed broadband coverage is based on
households that have access to technologies which can provide households with
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broadband services of at least 2 Mbps download speed. Four technologies make up the
overall fixed broadband coverage figures: DSL, cable FTTP, and WiMAX (IHS & VVA
Consulting, 2015), see Figure 44 in Appendix I. Two countries occur in the top-10 of
online sales while the broadband coverage in these countries is lower than the
European average of 97,4%. These countries are Slovenia and Hungary. Remarkably,
9 countries which have above average European broadband coverage to which items
are sold are not represented in the top 10. From these countries, which have an above
average broadband coverage, 3 countries do not occur in the online sales at all, Malta,
United Kingdom and Iceland.
RQ-2B. Which collections are more successful in the different sales channels?

Collection

In 2016, QT sold 20 different collections containing 2109 different articles in their
offline channel. Online they sold 12 different collections and 1111 different articles.
The difference in types of collections occurred since 8 of the 20 collections are not
offered in the online sales channel since these collections are outdated. These 8
collections accounted for just 0,36% of all sales in the offline channel, see Table 19.
Table 6 below shows the top 10 collections per sales channel based on the
NumberOfMeters sold. Like the previous research question, sales are more evenly
distributed among the different collections in the offline channel than in the online
channel. In the online channel, collections RS and KC account for 86,90% of all sales.
This phenomenon is also known as the pareto-principle (Meiseberg, 2016). This decay
is clearly visible when comparing Figure 26 and Figure 27, Appendix E.
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Offline Channel
RS
KC
SU
WI
MR
PC
PR
CT
FU
VC

%*
34,89
27,64
13,50
9,59
5,21
3,68
2,42
1,15
0,92
0,42

#Articles
122
237
627
553
28
269
6
54
25
98

Online Channel
RS
KC
SU
WI
PR
MR
PC
CA
VC
CT

%*
45,83
41,07
6,14
2,02
1,75
1,38
0,75
0,33
0,33
0,23

#Articles
94
209
377
157
1
23
138
13
55
27

*percentage of total sales according to that specific sales channel
Table 6: Top-10 collections for both sales channels

Relatively, there are four collections in which more meters are sold in the online
channel than in the offline channel. Obviously, two of these are RS and KC. The other
two are CA and MZ but these differences are neglectable. FU and WI are relatively
better sold in the offline channel with differences in both of about 7,5%. Absolutely,
more meters were sold in the offline channel for all collections, see Table 19.
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2.3

Customer Segmentation

The third analysis which is elaborated is the Customer Segmentation. The goal of this
analysis is to answer RQ-3A, B. This analysis helps us with obtaining more insight in
the different customers of QT. This insight should help us with developing process
variants in which both sales channels are integrated.
As announced in section 1.5, a personal interview with the Commercial
Director of QT was conducted. In this interview, different customer types are
identified. We chose the personal interviewing type for this analysis due to its in-depth
information and detail. The interview with the commercial director can be found in
Appendix I.
2.3.1 Results
RQ-3A. What customer types exist and how can we segment customers of QT?
In general, we can identify four different types of customers: Confection, Retail,
Brokering and DECO. Confection clients are clients that buy fabrics and convert these
fabrics into end-products. Retail clients on the other hand, are clients who buy fabrics
by bulk and sell them in smaller amounts to (end-)customers. They do not convert or
treat the fabrics that they buy. Brokering are clients like the retail clients, but
brokering clients are bigger clients with multiple stores. DECO are special nice clients
which use fabrics for decorating products.
In turn, each different customer type can be narrowed down even further,
starting with confection. Confection clients can either be Confectionairs, Wholesales
stores or Brands. Confectionairs can be referred to as studios, and they convert fabrics
into end-products (like clothes). Few studios still exist in the Netherlands, as they are
almost entirely located in foreign countries nowadays. These customers are mainly
focused on price per meter because they convert the fabrics into products, and this is
where they can get their margin (or by lower labor cost, but they are all already located
in low wage countries). Confectionairs develop collections themselves or they are hired
by wholesale stores or brands to develop the collection for them. Confectionairs
therefore never sell to the end-customer, whereas wholesale stores and brands do. In
the early days, confectionairs would buy fabrics and convert these into products and
then try to sell these product to wholesalers or brands. But nowadays, a trend can be
seen as wholesalers and brands choose and buy fabrics themselves and then hire the
confectionairs to make the end-products. Therefore, wholesalers and brands focus
more on the price of the end-product whereas the confectionairs focus on the price per
meter of fabric.
As stated previously, Retail-clients do not convert or treat the fabrics in
anyway. They only convert bulk quantities down into smaller amounts. Retail-clients
can also be narrowed down into different types. There are retail-clients who sell their
products in a store. This store can be online, physical or a combination of these two.
Other retail-clients sell their products on local markets.
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The brokering sector are clients like the retail-clients. However, where retail
clients own just one store, brokering clients own multiple stores. These clients can be
seen as small wholesalers. This concept is very popular in Belgium and France.
Finally, there is a special market for clients who use fabrics to decorate other
products other than clothes, think of pillowcases, coffins, furniture and other types of
decoration. We call these clients DECO and they can be seen as a niche market. Figure
14 displays the customer segmentation.

Figure 14: Customer Segmentation

RQ-3B. What impact do different customer segments have on the sales process?
The type of customer has a significant effect on the sales process (either online or
offline). Generally, Confection customer buy bigger quantities as they produce
collections of clothes for wholesale stores and brands. These types of sales mostly occur
offline as these client types would like to feel the fabric and seek for price deductions
due to the order sizes. Confectionairs, wholesalers and brands do use the online sales
channel for inspirations and to buy fabrics to make samples. The sales process of
confectionairs is often long as confectionairs first make samples and then decide
whether or not to go through with production and make the final order for the fabric.
Brokering clients do not have the urge to feel the fabric before they buy, but due to
high order quantities they also prefer to buy offline because this enables them to
negotiate on prices.
Retail and DECO clients on the other hand have shorter sales processes.
Agents of QT show the collection to these clients and they choose from what they see
and buy instantly. The sales process is short, but the quantities are also lower. Retail
and DECO clients are most likely to purchase in the online sales channel as they order
smaller quantities.
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2.4

Process mining

The fourth analysis which is elaborated are the process logs of the online order module.
This analysis focusses on RQ-4A, B. By analyzing the process logs in the online sales
channel, the paths that clients follow within the online order module become visible.
The goal of this analysis is to answer the fourth research question: Which paths in the
online sales channel are most successful? And which are most unsuccessful?
2.4.1 Data collection and preparation
Data is gathered using the website-developers of the online sales channel of QT. The
data was gathered using Structural Query Language (SQL) and was stored in a SQL
Community Server using character set UTF-8. SQL is a data sublanguage for access
to relational databases that are managed by relational database management
systems(Melton & Simon, 1997). QL commands can be split up into two main
sublanguages; Data Manipulation Language (DML) and Data Definition Language
(DDL). DML can be used to insert, retrieve/query, and modify the data contained
within it. Here, we explain briefly that only commands are needed to create queries in
a relational database, whereas DDL contains the commands used to create and
destroy databases and database objects. Unfortunately, because the datasets were set
up by myself in cooperation with the website developers, no data from 2016 could be
analyzed for this part of the Master’s thesis. Data is gathered from 20 May 2017 until
31 July 2017, which is 73 days in total.
First, variables needed for the process mining are identified. These variables
are displayed in Table 7 below. An example of the dataset is given in Appendix K,
Table 25. Event-ID’s are identified which reflect a certain event. A Case-ID is
generated when a client visits the online order module, all activities until the clients
leaves the online order module are stored and linked to this case-id. If the client
returns, a new case-id is generated, i.e. a Case-ID reflects a unique path from entering
the online order module until leaving it. Debnr are identified by QT as each client has
a unique number. Taak is a task identified by the website developers which could not
be identified according to its URL. The following tasks are identified: Change webshop
language, download color card, add or adjust Basket, add favorites and remove
favorites. Start_Datumtijd and End_Datumtijd are start and end timestamps of each
Event-ID. Zoekwoord describes each search input entered in the search engine.
Ofcourse, CountryCode reflects which country the online order module and therefore
event was visited. Finally, the Pagina (Path + Search) and Pagina (Path) are selfadministered variables based on Task and URL. These variables reflect which
webpages the clients visited. In total, 104 webpages and clicks in the online order
module are categorized (and therefore 104 activities) for the variable Pagina(Path).
For the variable Pagina (Path + Search) this number increases to 7325; as 7221 unique
search inquiries were used in the search engine. Each webpage represents an activity
of the event-log.
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#

Variable
Event-ID
Case-ID
Debnr

Data
type*
Integer
Character
Integer

CPN tools
input
Event-id
Case
Resource

1
2
3
4
5
6

Taak
URL
Start_Datumtijd

Character
Text
Datetime

Timestamp

7

Eind_Datumtijd

Datetime

Timestamp

8
9
10

Zoekwoord
CountryCode
Pagina (Path +
Search)**
Pagina (Path)**

Character
Character
Character

Activity

Character

Activity

11

Description of the variable
Auto incremented ID per event
Unique identification code of the case.
ID for corresponding Client number (allows us to
track clients)
Identified tasks by the website developers
URL of the corresponding web-page
Start time stamp of an event in DD-MM-YYYY
hh:mm:ss format
End time stamp of an event in DD-MM-YYYY
hh:mm:ss format
Search input (if used for that event)
ISO codes for the country
Activities identified using lay-out of the online
order module and search inputs
Activities identified using lay-out of the online
order module and search inputs

* Int = Integer; Char= Character
** Self-Created variables
Table 7: Event-Log Information

Preparation
Before the data can be used in any type of process mining tools, we first need to
prepare the data. Investing the data intensively showed that, for unknown reasons,
some paths (cases) in the dataset are split whilst these paths were not completed. The
SQL Community Server placed a ‘null’ value in some events, which caused the paths
(cases) to be spilt resulting in incomplete paths (from start and end point of view)
For example, a client would visit the online sales channel, clicks and views some
pages and for some reasons the database places a ‘null’ value after these clicks, the
paths in then ended. However, the dataset contained lots of paths where this exact
client continues it paths in the online sales channel within minutes. But now, these
paths are split in two different paths (with both different start points).
To solve this issue, data is imported in Matlab and codes have been conducted to merge
these pieces of paths into one single path. Of course, only paths which take place on
the exact same day are merged. Codes for the data preparation can be found in
Appendix Q.
2.4.2 Results
In total, 452.810 events and 13.720 cases are analyzed. Which means that on average,
one case consists of 33 events, which is equal to 33 clicks in the online sales channel.
Mean case duration is equal to 43.7 minutes, median case duration is 5 minutes. Table
8 shows the most visited webpages within the online sales channel.
A map of the most frequent used paths in the online sales channel are displayed
in Figure 45, Appendix L. The longest case, i.e. clicks in the online sales channel,
contains 868 events. This case has a duration of 8 hours and 34 minutes. Longest
paths in the online sales channel and clients with most clicks are analyzed.
Remarkably, the longest patch in the online sales channel, 868, 738,716, 704 clicks
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respectively all correspond to new registered clients. Most clicks, independent over the
number of cases, occurred for the most important clients.
#

Activity

Frequency

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Collection KC
Direct Search
Kids: Jersey Prints
Collection RS
Homepage
Add or Adjust Basket
Collection Winter
Collection SU
Kids
Basket

58.549
54.343
30.281
21.224
19.431
19.363
16.760
15.385
13.343
12.957

Relative
Frequency
12,93%
12,00%
6,69%
4,69%
4,29%
4,28%
3,7%
3,4%
2,95%
2,86%

Mean Duration
45 secs 633 millis
20 secs 124 millis
14 secs 761 millis
1 min 16 secs
1 min
3 secs
8 secs 577 millis
18 secs 801 millis
36 secs 690 millis
12 secs 343 millis
56 secs 235 millis

Table 8: Most used activities in online sales channel

Table 9 below shows in which activities (webpages) clients stayed longest on average.
#
1
2
3
4
5

Activity
Collection PR
Contact
Download Color Card
Order Confirmed
Collection RS

Frequency
592
288
1.431
1.603
21.224

Mean Duration
2 min 10 secs
2 min 7 secs
1 min 28 secs
1 min 25 secs
1 min 16 secs

Table 9: Top-5 activities with highest mean duration

Successful paths
1.603 out of 13.720 (11,68%) of the cases resulted in a confirmed order. On average,
these successful paths contained 61 activities (i.e. clicks). Mean and median case
duration for successful paths is 96.1 mins and 22 mins respectively. In total, 1559
variants in the online sales channel occurred which all led to a confirmed order.
Because 1603 successful cases where identified, this means that almost every
successful sale followed a unique path in the online sales channel. The most successful
path in the online sales data logs, which occurred 10 times, is the following path: LogIn -> Homepage -> Direct Search -> /product/rs -> Add or Adjust Basket -> /product/rs
-> Basket -> Add or Adjust Basket -> Basket: Address -> Order Confirmed.
Table 10 below shows the most used activities along with the frequency,
relative frequency and mean duration for successful paths in the online sales channel.
A map of the most frequently used successful paths in the online sales channel is given
in Figure 46, Appendix M.
#

Activity

Frequency

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Direct Search
Add or Adjust Basket
Collection KC
Basket
Kids: Jersey Prints
Collection RS
Collection SU
Homepage
Kids
Basket: Address

11.358
10.542
10.531
6.189
5.514
4.876
3.063
2.721
2.269
2.255

Relative
Frequency
11.60%
10,77%
10,76%
6,32%
5,63%
4,98%
3,13%
2,78%
2,32%
2,30%

Mean Duration
13 secs 951 millis
8 secs 326 millis
41 secs 899 millis
49 secs 219 millis
11 secs 991 millis
1 min 13 secs
24 secs 15 millis
41 secs 80 millis
9 secs 889 millis
32 secs 780 millis

Table 10: Most used activities for successful paths
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Countries
In Table 5 of section 2.2 we investigated the top-10 countries in both the online and
offline sales channel. In that table, we showed the dominance in sales of Germany in
both channels. When investigating Table 11 below, which indicates the top-10
countries in the process logs, we find that the dominance of Germany decreased when
referring to website page visits. The Netherlands closed this gap to 15,23% (37,47% –
22,24%). Remarkably, when looking just at successful paths, i.e. paths in which an
order was placed successfully, Germany’s relative order frequency increased to 28,75%
of all orders. This indicates high conversion rates for Germany. Austria, France and
Denmark also show high conversion rates with respect to their frequencies.
#

Activity

Frequency*

Relative
Frequency*

Order**
Frequency*

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Germany
Netherlands
Belgium
Austria
France
Denmark
Spain
Great-Britain
Estonia
Czech Republic

169.687
100.706
24.756
16.964
16.073
13.635
11.589
11.425
10.100
9.397

37,47%
22,24%
5,47%
3,75%
3,55%
3,01%
2,56%
2,52%
2,23%
2,08%

48.788
17.415
4.157
4.295
3.756
3.574
1.414
1.257
1.414
1.348

Order**
Relative
Frequency*
28,75%
17,29%
16,79%
25,32%
23,37%
26,21%
12,20%
11,00%
14,00%
14,35%

* Frequency = number of activities (i.e. events)
** Only contains paths in which successful sale occurs
Table 11: Top-10 countries in the process logs

Collections
In Table 6 of section 2.2.4, we also investigated the top-10 collections of sales in both
channels. We found that the collections KC and RS were very dominant regarding
online sales. A view on Table 12 shows less dominance for the RS collection and more
scattered orders among the different collections. Collections RS and PC show highest
conversion rates with regard to website clicks, whereas collections WI, CT and FU
show the lowest conversion rates.
#

Activity

Frequency*

Relative
Frequency*

Order**
Frequency*

1
2
3
4
5
6

Collection KC
Collection RS
Collection SU
Collection WI
Collection PC
Collection
MR
Collection Q1
Collection CT
Collection FU
Collection VC

62.999
24.685
16.326
11.109
5.991
5.441

47,02%
18,43%
12,19%
8,29%
4,47%
4,06%

12.760
7.124
3.562
1.422
1.458
1.175

Order**
Relative
Frequency*
20.25%
28,86%
21,82%
12,8%
24,33%
21,60%

2.332
1.787
820
815

1,74%
1,33%
0,61%
0,61%

460
122
58
117

19,72%
6,83%
7,07%
14,35%

7
8
9
10

* Frequency = number of activities (i.e. events)
** Only contains paths in which successful sale occurs
Table 12: Top-10 Collections in process Logs
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Search Engine
Search engines are very important for online sales channels with a large number of
articles. This is reflected in Table 8, Figure 45 and Figure 46 in which the direct search
page in the online sales channels is the most (and second most) visited page.
In total, 5711 unique search queries were used in the online order module.
Because it would be very time consuming and insufficient to analyze them all, we focus
on the most used search queries only. The top-10 of most used search queries and their
conversion ratio is given in Table 13.
#

Search Query

Frequency*

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Jersey
cotton
viscose
lace
RS0179
leather
RS0220
KC7502
KC0032
fleece

2576
1119
872
704
672
510
453
427
375
348

Relative
Frequency*
4,69%
2,04%
1,59%
1,28%
1,22%
0,93%
0,82%
0,78%
0,68%
0,63%

Order**
Frequency*
726
215
306
103
74
96
155
67
81
54

Conversion
Ratio***
28,18%
19,21%
35,09%
14,63%
11,01%
4,08%
18,82%
15,69%
21,60%
15,52%

* Frequency = number of activities (i.e. events)
** Only contains paths in which successful sale occurs
*** Ratio of number activities in which sale occurs to total number of activities per search query
Table 13: Top-10 Search Query's in process logs

2.4.3 Conclusion
The information gathered in the previous section is gathered to answer the fourth
research question:
RQ-4A. Which paths and collections are most successful in the online sales
channel?
When taking the research question literally, the most successful path in the online
sales data logs is the following path: Log-In -> Homepage -> Direct Search ->
/product/rs -> Add or Adjust Basket -> /product/rs -> Basket -> Add or Adjust Basket
-> Basket: Address -> Order Confirmed. This exact path occurred 10 times and was
followed by 7 different clients. Remarkably, one client followed the exact same path
three times in the exact same week.
There are however 1559 different variants in 1603 cases which lead to a
purchase. In these 1559 variants, the shortest paths which lead to a purchase
contained just 6 clicks and occurred four times: Log-in -> Homepage -> Basket ->
Basket: Address -> Order Confirmed. This path belonged to customers who already
placed articles in his/her basket in previous cases. The longest variant which lead to
a purchase contained 485 clicks en endured for 4 hours and 14 minutes.
The direct search page is the most used page in successful paths, followed by
the basket and KC collection. Since the direct search page is most visited, a deeper
analysis regarding the search inquiries is conducted. Table 13 shows the top-10 search
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queries used in the online sales channel. Conversion ratios per query are also showed
in this table. I expect highest conversion ratios for article related search query, i.e.
queries in which an article name or code is used. But reality turned out to be different,
conversion ratios were highest for queries Jersey and Viscose.
RQ-4B. What are bottlenecks in the online sales channel?
Based on the analysis in the previous section, no concrete bottlenecks within the
process of the online sales channel can be appointed. Regarding leaves, highest leave
frequencies are for the log-out and order confirmed pages. This is exactly how it should
be. In addition, most leaves occur on the pages Collection KC and RS with 33.66% and
26.91% respectively. But one should keep in mind that both collections are also most
visited and show the highest conversion ratios off all collections. Furthermore, it
occurred 628 times that the client visited a page which could not be found, 16 (2,55%)
of these cases caused a client to leave the online sales channel immediately.
On average one case (i.e. path of a client) consists of 33 events, which is equal to 33
clicks in the online sales channel. This means that on average you have a client’s
interest for 33 clicks. In total, 452.810 clicks were captured during the data collection.
Of those 452.810, 111.832 clicks (24,67%) contained clicks in which not any type of
product was displayed. Moreover, the actual number of clicks in which clients see
products during their visit is 25 ((100%-24,67%) of 33), 8 clicks are therefore lost. This
number can be decreased, however, by adjusting the lay-out of the website. By
adjusting the lay-out of the website, and thus to ensure that filtering options are
placed on the left and right sides on the page, the following pages can be removed from
the lay-out: Basics, Homepage, Kids, Other collections, sale and Search Overview.
Removing these pages will decrease the number of clicks for which no products are
showed to 81.175 (17,92%). On average, this will increase the interaction of clients
with product by 2 clicks per case.
Indirectly, more pages can be deleted from the website as the new lay-out will
already show products on these pages before a client clicks on them. These pages are:
Basics: Best Sellers, Basics: Knitted fabrics, Basics: Woven Fabrics, Kids: Basics, Kids:
Digital Prints, Kids: Fleece, Kids: French Terry, Kids: Jersey, Kids: Melange, Kids:
Other Qualities, Kids: Poplin, Kids: Soft Shell, Other: Cocktail, Other: Fashion, Other:
Furs, Other: New Winter, Other: Prints, Other: Summer, Sale: €1-€1,5-€2, Sale: €2€2,5-€3, Sale: €3+, Sale: Priceless, Sale: Shop Summer, Sale: T/C; 24 pages in total.
This would save 35.765 clicks more in total. Reducing the number of clicks where no
product is showed to 45.410 (10,02%). Please note that not all of these clicks can be
deleted in the new lay-out because clients still need to filter articles by choosing these
categories. Nevertheless, clients will see articles before they click on these categories
and clients will have to click less to change categories.
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2.5

Conclusion of the analysis

In this section, the most important findings of the analysis phase are summarized.
These findings serve as the basis for the redesign, which is elaborated in the next
chapter. The purpose of this section is to summarize the findings of the analysis and
to bridge the cap from analysis to the solution design.
First, we evaluated the As-Is situation of the sales process of agents. Here, we
saw that the sales process consists of five sub-processes and none of these sub-processes
included a reference to the online sales channel. We will evaluate the improved
possibilities of the As-Is situation of the agents’ sales process in section 3.1.
Secondly, sales data analysis of both the online and offline sales channel
showed that offline sales are dominant over online sales in almost all countries except
for Norway, Canada and the United States. Furthermore, mean order sizes are almost
always significantly higher in the offline channel than in the online channel.
Additionally, QT sold more collections and articles in the offline channel, 20 different
collections containing 2109 different articles in their offline over 12 different
collections and 1111 different articles in their online channel. Collections KC and RS
are very dominant regarding online sales, both collections accounted for 86,90% of all
online sales. Collections WI and FU (which are winter collections) showed low sales in
the online channel and are mainly sold in the offline channel.
Thirdly, four different types of customers are identified: Confection, Retail,
Brokering and DECO. Obviously, the type of customer affects the sales process.
Generally, Confection and Brokering customers buy bigger quantities, and due to price
negotiations and higher risks, these types of customers are most likely to purchase in
the offline sales channel. Retail and DECO clients on the other hand have shorter sales
processes and lower order quantities. Therefore, Retail and DECO customers are most
likely to purchase in the online sales channel.
Finally, process logs and process mining techniques are used to analyze the
online sales channel by itself. Process mining showed that many different paths are
used in the online sales channel to establish an online sale, 1559 different variants in
1603 cases. Moreover, it is hard to determine which path is best. Collection wise,
collections SU, KC and RS show highest conversion rates in the online sales channel
and collections WI, FU and CT show lowest conversion rates. Additionally, analysis
showed that the efficiency of the online sales channel can be seriously improved,
increasing contact between customers and products in the online sales channel by 15%.
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In the previous chapter we analyzed the As-Is situation of the current sales process,
online and offline sales distribution, different customer types and the processes within
the online sales channel, to gain a better understanding of the problems. The main
goal of the research is to provide guidelines and handles for agent on when and how
to refer to the online sales channel RQ-5B. But before we can model the business
process family, we first identify improvement possibilities of the As-Is situation of the
sales process of agents by answering RQ-5A, in section 3.1.
In this chapter, we will work towards the solution which helps agents on when
and how to refer clients to the online sales channel. This chapter is structured as
follows; first the we identify the improvement possibilities of the As-Is situation in
section 3.1. Hereafter, we model the business process family by modeling the feature
model in Section 3.2.1. Next, the proposed business process model is composed in
Section 3.2.2. Finally, the mappings are displayed which describe the implementation
of features by a concrete activity of the process model template in Section 3.2.3.

3.1

Improvement possibilities of the As-Is situation

We will first focus on RQ-5A. As we already saw in the first chapter, QT is active in a
B2B environment and does not make use of Search Engine Advertising (SEA) or Social
Media. Besides this, their online order module is only accessible with login accounts,
which all makes it hard to increase online traffic. i.e., even if traffic would be increased
using SEA or Social Media, these visitors are not allowed to enter the online order
module if they do not represent a company active within the fabrics branch, and before
they are screened on their activities by QT. As one might have already seen in the AsIs situation, no references to the online sales channel, occur now.
The success of the online sales channel depends on numerous factors. These
factors contain customer type, interests in collection, and country of origin. Agents
lack guidelines on when and how they should refer to the online sales channel which
causes them to neglect the online sales channel in the sales process, as we saw in the
previous chapter. Another striking aspect in the As-Is situation is the long throughput
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time in the process. First, the appointment with the client needs to be prepared. Then,
the actual meeting with the client takes place, and after that, it takes a lot of time to
process the order. During the execution of the entire process, communication between
departments and the client occurs many times which causes even more delays. These
delays are not even accounted for in the BMPN model, but these may also increase
significantly. Additionally, the activities of making appointments, financial checks,
sustaining sample selection, and order processing all incur waiting times which can
easily rise to 8 weeks. The most important factor for the cause of these waiting times
is the number of manual checks which need to be executed. Most of these checks do
not add value to the customer and can be automated. Finally, travelling and meeting
clients costs a lot of time and money. Potentially transferring in face-to-face meetings
with online meetings and sales shows great potential in saving costs. Above all, these
improvements are not meant to replace the work of agents. These improvements
should make their work easier and help focus on activities which add value for the
clients. Additionally, it will help the agent to focus more on new client acquisition.
RQ-5A. What are improvement possibilities of the As-Is situation?
• No references to the online sales channel in current sales process of agents
• Lack of guidelines for agents on how/when to refer to the online sales channel
• Long throughput times for agents in the sales process
• Interactions between departments and clients cause delays
• Long waiting times for agents caused by interactions with different
departments of QT and clients.
• Many manual checks for administration which require long time and money
• A lot of activities of agents and departments of QT which do not add value for
the customer
• Agents traveling to the clients, which costs a lot of money and time

3.2

Modeling the business process family

The guidelines and handles for agents on when and how the online sales channel
should be used within the sales process can be achieved by developing a business
process family model. As we saw in section 1.5, a business process family model
consists of a feature model, business process model template and mappings. RQ-2A,
2B, 3A, 3B, 4A, 4B are used to model the feature model, RQ-1A, 5A are used to model
the proposed business model template. Finally, all research questions answered so far
(RQ-1A, 2A, 2B, 3A, 3B, 4A, 4B, 5A) are used to identify the mappings, see Table 14.
Part of process model Input:
Output:
family
Feature model
RQ-2A, 2B, 3A, 3B, Section 2.2, 2.3, Section 3.2.1
4A, 4B
2.4
Proposed Business model RQ-1A, 5A
Section 2.1, 3.1 Section 3.2.2
template
Mappings
RQ-1A, 2A, 2B, 3A, Section 2.1, 2.2, Section 3.2.3
3B, 4A, 4B, 5A
2.3, 2.4, 3.1
Table 14: Interrelations between Research Question and Business Process Family
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3.2.1 Feature model
In this paragraph, we define the feature model. All features of the sales process are
examined in RQ-2A, 2B, 3A, 3B, 4A, 4B, in Section 2.2, 2.3, 2.4. The selected and
analyzed features are Customer types, Country and Collection. Customer types are
analyzed Customer Segmentation, and section 2.3. Collections and Countries are
analyzed in Online-Offline Sales Data Analysis and Process mining, section 2.2 and
2.4 respectively.
These features are primarily selected because, according to sales agents, these
are the most important features which influence the sales process. Furthermore, these
features are used because data about these features was available at QT, or we were
able to gather data about these features ourselves, as we did in the process mining
part.
Feature selection
The three features are all mandatory features and can be narrowed down further.
Starting with Customer Types which can be split in New, Confection, Brokering,
Retail and Deco clients. Because a client can be of just one type, this feature is
modelled as an alternative feature group (i.e., XOR feature group). Subsequently,
countries can be split down in Germany, Netherlands, France, Belgium, Italy, Spain,
Austria, Poland, Finland, Sweden, Switzerland, Greece, Denmark, Portugal,
Hungary, Czech Republic, Estonia, United Kingdom, Lithuania, Bulgaria, Australia,
Slovenia, Romania, Colombia, Latvia, Iceland, Ireland, Peru, Slovakia, Turkey,
Moldavia, Russia, Croatia, Luxembourg, Cyprus, Norway, Guadeloupe, Bosnia,
Tunisia, Canada, USA, New-Zealand and Other. ‘Other’ indicate all countries in which
QT has never sold before. Like the customer type, a sale can only be represented by
one country and is therefore also modelled as an alternative feature group. Finally, the
feature Collection can be split in RS, KC, SU, WI, MR, PC, PR, CT, FU, VC, DO, CA,
VO, MZ, OG, IB, MW, PS, QJ and PW. Because a sale can contain different collections,
this feature is modelled as an or group (i.e., IOR). We describe the feature model as
follows:
𝒫(ℱ) =Sales
ℱ𝑀 = Customer Types, Country and Collection
𝐶𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑠
ℱ𝑋𝑂𝑅
= New Client, Confection, Brokering, Retail, Deco
𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦

ℱ𝑋𝑂𝑅
= Germany, Netherlands, France, Belgium, Italy, Spain, Austria, Poland,
Finland, Sweden, Switzerland, Greece, Denmark, Portugal, Hungary, Czech Republic,
Estonia, United Kingdom, Lithuania, Bulgaria, Australia, Slovenia, Romania,
Colombia, Latvia, Iceland, Ireland, Peru, Slovakia, Turkey, Moldavia, Russia, Croatia,
Luxembourg, Cyprus, Norway, Guadeloupe, Bosnia, Tunisia, Canada, USA, NewZealand and Other.
𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
ℱ𝐼𝑂𝑅
= RS, KC, SU, WI, MR, PC, PR, CT, FU, VC, DO, CA, VO, MZ, OG, IB, MW,
PS, QJ and PW

Extension of the feature model definition
The features Country and Collection both have many child features. Connecting all
these child features to its parent feature would create a messy feature model with
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loads of lines, crossing each other. As these child features have the same relation to
its parent feature, we therefore define a consolidated notation where features are
grouped (in dotted boxes). Only features which have the same relation to its parent
feature and have the same mapping to the process model template can be modelled
using this consolidated notation.
A group of features with same relation to its parent feature and same mapping to the
𝑝
process model are represented as 𝒢𝑖 (ℱ𝑥 ) where i= 1,2,3… and labels the group with a
number (multiple groups in a feature model may exist), p indicates the parent feature to
which the group is connected, x represents the feature relation of the group with its parent
feature.
Definition
Extended
Feature
Model.
A
feature
model
𝜙 =<
ℱ, ℱ𝑀 , ℱ𝑂 , ℱ𝐼𝑂𝑅 , ℱ𝑋𝑂𝑅 , ℱ𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙 , ℱ𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑙 > is a tree structure that consist of features ℱ. 𝒫(ℱ) is a set
of parent feature where mandatory and optional child features are defined respectively,
ℱ𝑀 ⊆ ℱ 𝑥 𝒫(ℱ) and ℱ𝑂 ⊆ ℱ 𝑥 𝒫(ℱ). ℱ𝐼𝑂𝑅 ⊆ ℱ 𝑥 𝒫(ℱ) and ℱ𝑋𝑂𝑅 ⊆ ℱ 𝑥 𝒫(ℱ) are sets of pairs
of child features and their common parent feature. ℱ𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙 ⊆ ℱ 𝑥 𝒫(ℱ) and ℱ𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑙 ⊆ ℱ 𝑥 𝒫(ℱ)
𝑝
are sets of integrity constraints. 𝒢𝑖 (ℱ𝑥 ) ⊆ ℱ 𝑥 𝒫(ℱ) are grouped features with same
relation to its parent feature and same mapping to the process model.

For our feature model, these groups can be notated as follows:
𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦
(ℱ𝑋𝑂𝑅 ) = {𝐺𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑦, 𝑁𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑠, 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒, 𝐵𝑒𝑙𝑔𝑖𝑢𝑚, 𝐼𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑦, 𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑛, 𝐴𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎, 𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑,
𝒢1
𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑, 𝑆𝑤𝑒𝑑𝑒𝑛, 𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑧𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑, 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑒, 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘, 𝑃𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑔𝑎𝑙, 𝐻𝑢𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑟𝑦, 𝐶𝑧𝑒𝑐ℎ 𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐, 𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑎,
𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐾𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑑𝑜𝑚, 𝐿𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑎, 𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑔𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎, 𝐴𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑎, 𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑎, 𝑅𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑎, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑎, 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑣𝑖𝑎, 𝐼𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑,
𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑, 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑢, 𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑘𝑖𝑎, 𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑦, 𝑀𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑎, 𝑅𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑎, 𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑎, 𝐿𝑢𝑥𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑔, 𝐶𝑦𝑝𝑟𝑢𝑠, 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑦, 𝐺𝑢𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑒,
𝐵𝑜𝑠𝑛𝑖𝑎, 𝑇𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑎, 𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑑𝑎, 𝑈𝑆𝐴, 𝑁𝑒𝑤 − 𝑍𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑}
𝒢2𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (ℱ𝐼𝑂𝑅 ) = {𝑅𝑆, 𝐾𝐶, 𝑆𝑈, 𝑃𝐶, 𝑃𝑅, 𝐶𝐴, 𝑀𝑍, 𝑉𝐶, 𝑀𝑅}
𝒢3𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (ℱ𝐼𝑂𝑅 ) = {𝑊𝐼, 𝐹𝑈, 𝐶𝑇, 𝐷𝑂, 𝑉𝑂, 𝑂𝐺, 𝐼𝑅, 𝑀𝑊, 𝑃𝑆, 𝑄𝐽, 𝑃𝑊}

Using this notation, the feature model is modelled as follows, see Figure 15. Keep in
mind that the goal of the thesis is the integration of the online sales channel in the
traditional sales process. The focus of the feature model is to help agents determine
which channel they should use: online or offline; and to increase referrals to the online
channel. For this reason, and to keep the feature model as clearly as possible, we used
the defined consolidated feature model.

Figure 15: Feature Model
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How to interpret the group of features
For clarification, one should read the grouped features (i.e. dotted boxes) in such a way
that each element inside the dotted box (i.e. child feature) is connected to its parent
feature in the same relation as the box in total is connected to its parent feature, i.e.
countries as an alternative feature group and both groups of collection as an or group.
This is illustrated in Figure 16, below. Imagine the mess which would be created if all
features must be mapped to the process model template as well.

Figure 16: Interpretation of the group of features

3.2.2 Proposed business process model template
We define the proposed business process model in this section. The As-Is Sales process
formulated in section 2.1 and the improvement possibilities elaborated in section 3.1
serve as the basis for the proposed business process model template. They correspond
to RQ-1A and RQ- 5A.
The proposed business process model template is modelled using the seven
process modeling guidelines described by J. Mendling, Reijers, & van der Aalst (2010).
These guidelines are: Use as few elements in the model as possible, Minimize the
routing paths per element, Use one start and one end event, Model as structured as
possible, Avoid OR routing elements, Use verb-object activity labels and Decompose
the model if more than 50 elements.
Before diving into specifics, we define the proposed business process model
template in Figure 17. The most important part of the process model is the choice on
whether to follow the offline sales channel, or the online sales channel. The process
model template consists of the following sub-processes: Existing Client, New Client,
Schedule appointment, Prepare appointment & complete sample collection, Face-toface appointment with client, Re-direct Client to online sales channel and Order
handling and shipping. These sub-processes are displayed in detail in Appendix B and
N, Figure 48, Figure 47, Figure 22, Figure 23, Figure 24, Figure 49 and Figure 50.

Figure 17: Proposed business process model template
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We will now describe the proposed business process model template and sub-processes
in detail. The process starts with an existing or a new client. [Existing Clients]: For
existing clients, this means that either the clients initiate contact with an agent, or
the back office informs the agent on new collections. After that, the agent checks the
clients’ order history. Then, the agent checks if invoices which exceeded the 60-day
payment agreements are due. If so, the administration and agent perform financial
checks and make agreements with clients about payments. [New Clients]: When new
clients enter the process, agents validate the client’s core business while the back office
performs a financial check on the client; this is executed simultaneously. The client
receives instruction and login data of the webshop when both checks are approved. If
both checks are disapproved, the agent informs the client about the rejection and the
process is stopped.
Next up is the set of activities which will eventually determine if the agent
should make use of the online or the offline channel. We will discuss this briefly and
elaborate further on this part in section 3.2.3. Because the agent performed either an
order history (existing client), or a core business (new client) check, the agent has a
good view on the client’s activities and desired products. Now, the agent checks the
client’s country of origin. Some countries are not represented by any of the agents of
QT, and clients from these countries are therefore automatically redirected to the
online sales channel. Next, the agent checks the collection in which the client is
interested. Some collections are only sold offline or show higher conversion ratios in
the offline channel, and these are therefore redirected to the offline sales channel.
Finally, if no decisions regarding the sales channel have been made, the check on the
type of client will determine if the offline or online channel should be used.
The offline channel is like the process described in the As-Is situation,
[Schedule appointment, Prepare appointment & complete sample collection], Face-toface appointment with client, starting with schedule appointment. Here, the agent
contacts the client and schedules the face-to-face meeting. After that, the agent checks
and adjusts its sample collection in the Prepare appointment & Complete sample
collection process. Subsequently, the agent meets the client face-to-face in the Faceto-Face appointment with client process.
[Re-direct Client to online sales channel]; The online channel is new, and the
goal of this process is to redirect clients to the online sales channel. To do so, the agent
first analyzes the client’s recent orders and activities. The agent then navigates to the
webshop of QT and filters (new) articles for the client based on this analysis. The agent
then copy-pastes the URL-link of the filtered articles in an email and send that email
to the client. The client can then click on the URL-link and is immediately redirected
to the online sales channel. If the client does not complete a successful order, the
agents calls the clients to see if there are problems. If problems occur, the agent can
solve these and resend the link to the webshop redirecting the client to the online sales
channel once more.
[Order handling and shipping]: If a client successfully places an order in either
one of the channels, the order handling and shipping process is started. Again, this
process is almost identical to that in As-Is situation. The back office checks the order
on completeness and then confirms the order. The order is submitted in QT’s
information system and the warehouse is informed. The warehouse checks the
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backorders of the client and adds these if they occur. The order is then send directly
to the client or to the agent.
3.2.3 Mappings
In this paragraph, we will define which mappings occur for our business process
family. The analysis from chapter 2, form the basis for the mappings; why and when
they occur. The decision on mappings are based on RQ-1A, 1B, 2A, 2B, 3A, 3B, 4A,
4B. Mappings connect the features and activities of the process model template.
Activities that are not mapped to any feature are contained in every process model.
Furthermore, features can be mapped to multiple activities and vice versa. We will
develop the final business process family model where the feature model, proposed
business process model template and mapping come together. The business process
family model is displayed in Figure 18, mappings are identified by letters
[A,B,C,D,E,F].
At the start of the process, there is a difference in the type of client. New Clients
require other activities then existing clients, as we saw in section 3.2.2. Therefore, the
first mappings occur here. The New Client feature is mapped to the activity New
Client: Background check and Registration [A]; and Confection, Retail, Brokering and
Deco features are linked to Existing Client: Financial Check [B].
Analysis on country of origin (section 2.2, RQ-2A) showed that more actual
meters of fabric where sold in the online channel compared to the offline channel for
Norway, Canada and United States. Furthermore, analysis of the process logs within
the online sales channel (section 2.4.2) showed highest conversion rates for Germany,
Austria, France and Denmark. This indicates that these countries show most potential
for sales in the online channel. However, we will not use these countries on the choice
to determine which channel needs to be followed because the analysis on customer
type (section 2.3.1) showed that the type of client plays an important role when
determining which channel should be used best. Besides, the analysis in section 2.2
also showed that more quantities of fabric are sold in the offline channel than in the
online channel. What can be concluded is that countries in which QT have never sold
items before should follow the online channel, simply because there are no agents in
that particular country for face-to-face meetings. Therefore, the feature: other is
mapped to non-familiar country of QT [C].
Subsequently, the next mapping will determine whether or not to use the
offline channel based on collection. First, analysis in section 2.2 showed that the
collections DO, VO, OG, IB, MW, PS, QJ, PW are only sold in the offline channel.
Besides, analysis on the other collections showed that collections WI, FU and CT show
highest order frequency and are best sold in the offline channel, as we saw in section
2.4.2 and section 2.2.4 respectively. These collections are therefore grouped together
and are mapped to offline collections [D].
Finally, when clients have not been assigned to either channels based on their
country of origin or interest in collection, the choice on whether to use the online or
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offline channel depends on the type of client. As we investigated in section 2.3.1, Retail
and Deco clients are more likely to order in the online channel. Mainly because the
sales process takes less time and order quantities are relatively low. Furthermore, we
also saw that confection and brokering clients are more likely to buy in the offline
channel. Confection clients mainly because they want to feel and see the fabric before
selling large quantities which they can convert in different types of products.
Brokering clients mainly because they can better negotiate prices in the offline
channel. Therefore, Retail and Deco Clients are mapped to online client type [F]; and
Confection and Brokering are mapped to offline client type [E].

Figure 18: Proposed Business Process Model Family
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In this chapter, we will validate the proposed business process family which was
elaborated in the previous chapter. This chapter focusses on RQ-5C. Validation will
be done in five-fold. First, we validate the feature model using three critical feature
model errors which have been defined in the literature. Secondly, we will validate the
proposed process model template in BPMN using two different validation strategies.
Thirdly, we validate mappings in the business process family using a validation
algorithm which ensures that each member of a business process family adheres to
the core intended behavior in the process model template. Fourthly, validation of
improvement possibilities is formulated in section 4.4. A validation with the Financial
Director, Commercial Director and Online Manager is elaborated in section 4.5.

4.1

Validation of Feature Model

The validation of feature models aims to identify the errors existing in a feature model
and provide explanations for each identified error. Three critical feature model errors
have been proposed in the literature:
• Dead features (Trinidad et al, 2008):A feature is dead if it cannot appear in any
product despite of being defined in a feature model
• False variable features (Trinidad et al., 2008): A feature is false variable if it
must be present in a product whenever its parent is present, despite of not
being modeled as a mandatory feature.
• Void feature model (Benavides, Trinidad, & Ruiz-Cortés, 2005): A feature
model is invalid (or void) when no products can be derived from the feature
model. A void feature model is a special case of dead feature error where all the
features are dead.
The absence of integrity constraints (include and exclude) makes the validation of the
feature model slightly easier. Dead features do not appear in our feature model since
all features can appear in any sales process. Hence, void features neither appear in
our feature model since void features are a special case of dead feature errors where
all features are dead. Finally, false variable features neither occur because no fullmandatory features are involved with integrity constraints.
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4.2

Validation of Business process model template

In this paragraph, we will validate the business process model template in BPMN.
Validation will be done in two-fold. First, we will validate the soundness (correctness)
of the model. Then, we will evaluate process model quality metrics.
Firstly, van der Aalst et al., (2011) propose three requirements which
determine whether the model is sound/correct. These requirements are: (i) Option to
complete, (ii) Proper Completion and (iii) No dead transition. These requirements are
formulated as follows: (i) for each case it is always still possible to reach the state
which just marks place end, (ii) if place end is marked all other places are empty for a
given case and (iii) it should be possible to execute an arbitrary activity by following
the appropriate route. Check on the business process template conclude that the
business process model template validates all three requirements defined by (van der
Aalst et al., 2011).
Secondly, Mendling, Sánchez-González, García, & La Rosa (2012) defined
thresholds for error probability measure of business process models. Exceeding these
thresholds does not necessarily mean that the process is insufficient, but it indicates
a higher probability of finding errors in models. We will use thresholds values defined
by Mendling et al. (2012) for the metrics: number of nodes, density and average
connector degree. We will use the entire proposed process model to measure the values
for these metrics. All metrics, threshold values and measured values are displayed in
Table 15 below. Number of nodes is determined by adding all activities, gateways and
events. Density is calculated by the number of arcs in the model divided by the
maximum number of arcs for the number of nodes. Average connector degree is the
number of nodes a gateway is connected to on average.
Metric
Symbol Threshold Value Measured Value
Number of nodes
|N|
31.5
129
Δ
Density
0.033
0.010
Avg. Connector Degree dc
3.09
3.01
Table 15: Threshold values for error probability measures of business process models

As indicated previously, exceeding the threshold values does not necessarily mean an
insufficient process model, but it indicates a higher probability of finding errors in
models. The number of nodes far exceeds the threshold value for the entire proposed
process model. But when looking at all sub-processes independently, no sub-process
exceeds the threshold value of 31.5. That is also the reason why we used many subprocesses in our design. The other measured values do not exceed threshold values.

4.3

Validation of mappings

Mappings play a crucial role in a business process family, they connect features and
activities of a process model template to link variability. But different feature relations
(FR) and control flow relations (CR) might not coincide with each other. That is why
we will follow mapping principles between features and activities for our validation.
Only mapped elements are relevant for validation since unmapped elements cannot
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involve contradicting relations. Four different interrelationships between feature
relations and control flow relations may exist: no inconsistency, strong inconsistency,
potential inconsistency and no influence (Gröner et al., 2013). Obviously, no
inconsistency indicates no contradiction in FR and CR. Strong inconsistency however
indicates that there is no feature selection possible that leads to non-contradicting
control flow relations of activities in CR. A potential inconsistency is a weaker notion
of the strong inconsistency, it means that there is a possibility that a feature selection
within FR results in contradicting control flow relation of activities in CR. Finally, no
influence is used when inconsistencies at modeling level based on mappings cannot
exist. We will now evaluate each mapping in the business process model family.
[A] New Client ↔ New Client: Background check and Registration: The feature
relation of new client contains an alternative (XOR) relation, the proposed process
model template displays an alternative (XOR) gateway as well. Therefore, the
interrelationship between the FR and CR shows no inconsistency.
[B] Confection, Retail, Brokering and Deco ↔ Existing Client: Financial Check:
This relation is equivalent to the previous relation. Both features and control flows
contain an alternative (XOR) relation, the interrelationship shows no inconsistency.
[C] Other ↔ Non-familiar country of QT: The feature ‘other countries’ is
alternative (XOR) related and the CR is also alternative (XOR). Therefore, this
interrelationship shows no inconsistency.
[D] Grouped Collections: DO, VO, OG, IB, MW, PS, QJ, PW, WI, PU and CT
↔ offline collections: In contraction to previous relations, the features are OR (IOR)
related in this case. While the CR are alternatively (XOR) related. This means that
the interrelationship between FR and CR shows a potential inconsistency. This
potential inconsistency arises because whenever clients prefer to buy an article from
the abovementioned collections and an article from a collection that is not listed above
the client is not obligated to use the offline channel any longer. But if this situation
does occur, we would like to obligate the client to use the offline channel only, because
otherwise, sales of the abovementioned collections cannot occur as they are not offered
in the online channel. To overcome this problem, we determine the following
constraint: “If a sale includes an article from collection DO, VO, OG, IB, MW, PS, QJ,
PW, WI, PU or CT, the client must always follow the offline channel”.
[E] Confection and Brokering ↔ Offline client type: This relation is alternative
(XOR) from both feature and control flow perspective. The interrelationship between
FR and CR is therefore no inconsistency.
[F] Retail and Deco ↔ Online client type: As one can see immediately from the
proposed business process family model, this relation is equal to the previous relation
Confection and Brokering ↔ Offline client type and is therefore not inconsistent.

4.4

Validation of improvement possibilities

From a modeling perspective, the proposed business process family is validated in the
previous validation paragraphs. In this paragraph, we will validate whether the
improvement possibilities formulated in section 3.1 have been met. Validation is done
on scale: Completely, almost completely, partly and not improved; see Table 16, below.
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#

Improvement
Possibility
No references to the
online sales channel in
current sales process

Improved?

Why/Where?

Completely

2

Lack of guidelines for
Agents on when and
how to refer to the
online sales channel

Almost
Completely

3

Long throughput time
of the process

Partly

4

Interactions between
departments
and
clients cause delays
Long waiting times

Partly

The proposed business process family refers to
the online sales channel enabling agents to redirect clients to the webshop. (See sub-process
“Re-direct clients to online sales channel”)
The focus of the business process family is to
provide guidelines on how to refer to the
online sales channel. (See sub-processes “Nonfamiliar Country of QT”, “Offline Collections”,
“Offline/Online Client type” and mappings).
The implementation plan in the next chapter
focusses on how to completely improve this
possibility.
Due to the inclusion of the online sales
process, long throughput times can be
avoided. But only in the online channel.
These interactions still exist, but only when
using the offline channel.

Many manual checks
which require long
times and money
A lot of activities which
do not add value for the
customer
Traveling
to
the
clients, which costs a
lot of money and takes
a lot of time

Partly

1

5

6
7
8

Partly

Partly
Partly

Long waiting times are decreased. Not in the
online channel, but also offline as the
increased use of the online channel will
decrease waiting times in the offline sales
channel due to less workloads.
Due to the inclusion of the online sales
channel, many manual checks can be avoided
which save money and time.
When using the online channel, many manual
checks and therefore activities which do not
add value for the customer can be skipped.
Referring clients to the online channel will
decrease
face-to-face
meetings
with
customers, saving money and time.

Table 16: Validation on improvement possibilities

Overall, we can conclude that the proposed business process family, containing the
feature model, process model template and mappings, is formulated and validated
properly. The function and outcomes of the proposed business process family are also
validated. This validation showed that the improvement possibilities are improved,
but only when using the online sales channel.

4.5

Business Validation

The proposed business process family model and implantation plan have been
presented to the Financial Director, Commercial Director and manager of the online
sales channel. All three stakeholders reacted positively on the proposed redesign and
the implementation plan. They were mainly interested in the proposed redesign on
how to redirect clients to the offline channel and the redesign of the lay-out of the
online sales channel, elaborated in section 5.1.2 and 5.1.3 respectively. Comment on
the proposed redesign was based on the theoretical depth, as most sales agents would
not understand the proposed business process family in their opinion.
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In this chapter, we will define the implementation plan for QT (section 5.1). The
implementation plan consists of three steps: business decision model, lay-out redesign
and redirect clients to online channel, elaborated in section 5.1.1, 5.1.2, 5.1.3
respectively. Finally, we will discuss the results of the redesign and implementation
plan by evaluating the solution to the problem definition (section 1.2) and by
quantifying the savings in throughput times and costs realized by the solution design
in section 5.2.

5.1

Implementation plan

The implementation plan for QT focusses on how the proposed redesign should be
implemented. The implementation plan will consist of three steps. First, a business
decision model for agents is made based on the business process family described in
chapter 3. Secondly, we will discuss the redesign of the structure (i.e. layout) of the
online sales channel which will increase efficiency of the online sales channel as
described in RQ-4B. This structural redesign is then used in the process on how agents
should redirect clients to the online sales channel, which is the final step of the
implementation plan.
5.1.1 Business Decision model
Providing the agents of QT with the proposed business family model will not be
beneficial for the implementation of the redesign because most agents will probably
not understand the process model family. We therefore convert the proposed business
family model in a business decision model which helps agents to determine when to
redirect clients to the online sales channel and when to the offline channel. The
decision on when to refer to the offline channel and when to refer to the offline channel
is based on the mappings in the proposed business model family. The business decision
model is defined in Figure 19. The according mapping on which the decision is based
is also displayed in this figure.
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Figure 19: Business Decision Model for Agents on when to refer to the online/offline sales channel

5.1.2 Structural redesign of the online sales channel
As announced in section 2.4.3, RQ-4B, the number of clicks in the online sales channel
in which no products are displayed can be decreased by 66.422 clicks from 111.832 to
45.410 which is equal to a reduction of 14,65%. This would increase the interaction of
clients with products in the online sales channel by 5 clicks per website visit on
average. The increase of interactions with products will most likely lead to more sales
as clients can see more products and search collections more easily when the lay-out
is reconstructed.
The main reason for the lack of efficiency is the use of menus which require a
lot of clicks before the products are displayed in the online sales channel and the
placement of the filters which are currently online visible on the search page. This
placement of filters makes it harder for clients to use them. The current lay-out of the
online sales channel is displayed in Figure 51, Appendix O. Menus are now only
displayed in the top bar of the figure, highlighted in red. Once a category is chosen in
this menu, the clients has to click another section within this category before the
products are displayed as one can see in the figure. Furthermore, the filters can only
be used once the clients clicks on the blue highlighted box, “search”.
In the redesigned lay-out of the online sales channel, the filters which could
only be used when clicking on the search button in the menu are now placed on either
side of the page. Furthermore, all categories placed in the menu bar are also displayed
in a filter type on the side of the page. In this way, clients can easily change categories
and/or filters and change the products which are displayed. The redesign is illustrated
in Figure 52, Appendix O.
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5.1.3 Redirect clients to the online sales channel
Finally, when the agents are provided with a business decision model (i.e., which
provide guidelines on when clients need to be redirected to the online sales channel)
and the redesigned lay-out of the online sales channel, we must educate the agents on
how to redirect clients to the online sales channel. This can be easily done with help
of the structural redesign provided in the previous section. Using this new lay-out
agents can easily filter products on categories and different features, displaying
products of the category and features only. The agents can then copy-paste the URLlink of the web page in an email and send this to the client. The process on how agents
should redirect clients to the online sales channel is already described in section 3.2.2
and is displayed in detail in Figure 49, Appendix N. The redesigned lay-out of the
online sales channel makes this process easier since the website developers are not
needed anymore.

5.2

Results

In this section, we will discuss the results of the redesign and implementation phases.
First, we will evaluate on the scope of the thesis and the main problem stated in the
first chapter. Hereafter, we will elaborate on the decrease in throughput time of the
sales process for agents when agents use the online sales channel instead of the offline
sales channel. Finally, we will evaluate on potential cost savings realized by the
redesign.
The proposed redesign and implementation plan focusses on providing
guidelines and handles for agents on when and how to refer to the online sales channel.
First, we defined a business process family, which first supports agents in their choice
to redirect clients to either the offline or online channel based on customer type,
country of origin and interest in collections. Hereafter, the business process family
modelled how to redirect clients to the online sales channel in the business process
model template, sub-process: Redirect clients to online sales channel, to be precisely.
The implementation plan is determined based on this business process family and its
function is to simplify the business process family for agents which will make
implementation easier. As we saw in chapter 1, providing agents with guidelines on
when and how to refer to the online sales channel also affects other problems
encountered by QT. These effects are illustrated in Figure 4.
Potential cost savings
But besides the effect of the redesign on other problems, we are also interested what
the redesign realizes in terms of cost savings and decreased throughput times.
Although it is hard to determine the precise impact of the solution design and we must
see the solution design as a step in the right direction for QT, we will still make an
estimation of cost savings and throughput times.
Regarding the throughput times, whenever a client is redirected to the online
sales channel instead of the offline sales channel, this means that sub-processes,
schedule appointment, prepare appointment & complete sample collection and face-to47
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face appointment with clients, which belong to the offline sales channel can be skipped.
This would reduce the throughput time by at least 2 working days, assuming no
samples have to be created, no stock outs have occurred and the agents visits the client
on Thursday. If these assumptions do not hold, the throughput times can be decreased
by 5 working days with ease!
Besides throughput times, other savings incurred with the redirection of clients to
the online sales channel are savings in:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Travel times and therefore wages of agents
Travel expenses; Cars and gasoline
Increase in revenue due to more efficient sales of agents. Agents can serve
more clients in the same amount of time
Less sample costs, regarding material, labor and housing costs
Less storage costs, due to the decreased throughput times this means less
times for products in storage (decreased on-shelf time)
Less interactions between different departments (Back-Office and Sample
department), decreases work and therefore labor/wages

Potential cost savings in numbers
To illustrate the potential cost savings described in the previous section, we will
approximate savings in this section. The potential savings can be split in direct
savings and indirect savings. Direct savings are savings which are immediately visible
when a client is redirected from an offline sales channel to an online sales channel.
These savings include savings in: travel times, travel expenses, sample costs and
decreased workload. Indirect savings are savings which occur due to new client
acquisition and more focus on important clients. We will now calculate potential
savings of both scenarios.
In 2016, QT billed 3522 different clients in total. Approximately 1/8 of these
clients bought in the online channel and 7/8 in the offline channel, based on sales
numbers, see section 2.2. Let’s assume that due to the redesign of the sales process
and the implementation plan, 3 out of 8 clients can be redirected to the online sales
channel on short notice. This would mean that 2/8 out of 3522 = 880 clients can be
redirected from the offline sales channel to the online sales channel on short notice.
Cost savings for 1 client when sales from a client are shifted from the offline
channel to the online channel are determined and displayed in Table 26, Appendix P.
Direct potential cost savings are € 159,15 per client visit per year and indirect potential
cost savings are € 800,- per client visit per year. Assuming that, on average a client is
visited once a year by a sales agent. Which is actually more since most clients are
visited for both the summer and winter collections.
In total, approximately € 140.000 (€160*880) per year can potentially be
saved by implementation of the redesign based on direct savings and an extra
€ 700.000 (€800*880) can approximately be saved by indirect savings.
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In this chapter, we present the main findings of this research. In section 6.1, we draw
our conclusions based on the formulated research questions, RQ-5A, RQ-5B, RQ-5C.
In section 6.2, we will revisit the problem orientation and evaluate to what extend the
problems are solved. Recommendations for QT are based on the findings and the
proposed business model family and are formulated in section 6.3. Hereafter, we will
elaborate on the generalizability of the research, with special attention to the redesign
and finding, in section 6.4. Limitations are defined in section 6.6. And finally, in
section 6.7, we will discuss some issues for future research.
QT lacks in guidelines and handles for agents on when and how to redirect
clients to the online sales channel. This is caused by failure of the implementation of
the (new) online sales channel in the organization. Due to the lack of guidelines, QT
encountered other problems such as Stagnation in online sales, Consequences of
implementing an online sales channel, Resistance of agents towards the
implementation an online sales channel and higher efficiency required of agents, as we
saw in chapter 1. Based on these problems and interrelations, the main problem is
stated as follows: How can sales agents of QT be provided with guidelines and handles
on when and how to use the online sales channel in their sales process? We developed
a process model family which provides guidelines and handles on when and how to use
the online sales channel. As input for this process model family we analyzed data of
the online sales channel from different perspectives.

6.1

Revisiting the research questions

We will not further discuss research questions 1 to 4, which were used for the analysis
part of the thesis, since they have already been elaborated in previous sections. RQ1A is formulated in section 2.1, RQ-2A,B is elaborated in section 2.2.5, RQ-3A,B is
detailed in section 2.3.1 and RQ-4A,B is worked out in section 2.4.3. We will now
discuss the final research questions, starting with RQ-5A.
RQ-5A. What are improvement possibilities of the As-Is situation?
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We deeply investigated the As-Is situation of the sales process. First, a consolidated
sales process in notated in BMPN, see Figure 10. This process contains the following
sub-processes: Client Financial Check, Schedule Appointment, Prepare Appointment
& Complete Sample Collection, Face-to-Face meeting with client and finally, Order
Handling and Shipping. Then, all sub-processes are investigated in more depth and
displayed in BMPN. Improvement possibilities are identified based on this
consolidated sales process and all sub-processes. These improvement possibilities are
stated as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No references to the online sales channel in current sales process of agents
Lack of guidelines for agents on how/when to refer to the online sales channel
Long throughput times for agents in the sales process
Interactions between departments and clients cause delays
Long waiting times for agents caused by interactions with different
departments of QT and clients.
Many manual checks for administration which require long time and money
A lot of activities of agents and departments of QT which do not add value for
the customer
Agents traveling to the clients, which costs a lot of money and time

RQ-5B. How can sales agents of QT be provided with guidelines and handles on
when and how to use the online sales channel in their sales process?
Based on the answers to the supportive research questions (RQ-1A, RQ-2A, RQ-2B,
RQ-3A, RQ-3B, RQ-4A, RQ-4B, RQ-5A), we developed a business process family model
which provides agents with guidelines and handles on when and how to use/refer to
the online sales channel. A business process model family is a modelling technique for
modeling variability in business processes. A business process family consists of (a)
feature model, (b) business model template and (c) mappings between (a) and (b)
(Gröner et al., 2013). RQ-2,3,4, regarding the analysis part, form the basis for the (a)
feature model used in the business process family. Whereas RQ-1A,5A form the basis
for the proposed business process model template. The feature model and proposed
business process model template are then combined using mappings. Due to these
mappings, agents determine whether to use the online or offline channel based on the
features: customer type, country of origin and collection. The proposed business model
family is given in Figure 18.
Obviously, providing the agents of QT with the proposed business family model
will not be beneficial regarding the implementation of the redesign because most
agents will probably not understand the process model family. We therefore convert
the proposed business family model in a business decision model which helps agents
to determine when to redirect clients to the online sales channel and when to the
offline channel. This business decision model is defined in Figure 19.
Finally, the business decision model helps agents to determine when to redirect
clients to either the offline or online channel, but we also want to provide agent with
guidelines and handles on how to redirect clients to the online sales channel.
Therefore, we redesigned the structural lay-out of the online sales channel which made
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the channel more efficient and more effective to use for agents. Due to the redesigned
structural lay-out, agents can easily create URL-links of filtered articles which are
interesting for that specific client and send those URL-links to clients by email or
phone. In this way, clients are redirected to the online sales channel. If no order
occurred, agents can contact clients and inform on the order status and provide
support for sales.
The combination of the business process family, business decision model and
redesigned structural lay-out of the online sales channel provide agents with
guidelines and handles on when and how to redirect clients to the online sales channel.
RQ-5C. What are the results of the validation of the redesign?
Validation of the proposed business process model family is done in four-fold. This
validation strategy focusses on the feature model, process model template, mappings
and improvement possibilities separately. The feature model is validated using three
critical feature model errors: dead features, false variable features and void features
(Trinidad et al., 2008;Benavides et al., 2005). Fortunately, no critical feature model
errors exist in our feature model.
The proposed process model template is validated using two different validation
strategies which focus on the soundness (correctness) (van der Aalst et al., 2011) and
process model quality metrics of the model (Jan Mendling et al., 2012). Validation on
correctness is based on three requirements: (i) Option to complete, (ii) Proper
Completion and (iii) No dead transition. Our business process model template
validates all three requirements. Secondly, validation using thresholds values for the
metrics: number of nodes, density and average connector degree indicated that no
threshold values where exceeded in the business process model template.
Mappings are validated using a validation algorithm which ensures that each
member of a business process family adheres to the core intended behavior that is
specified in the process model template. Four different interrelationships between
feature relations and control flow relations are examined: no inconsistency, strong
inconsistency, potential inconsistency and no influence (Gröner, Bošković, Parreiras, &
Gašević, 2013). 5 out of the 6 mappings showed no inconsistency between the feature
model and business process model template, 1 mapping [D] showed a potential
inconsistency wherefore a constraint was formulated to overcome the potential
inconsistency.
Finally, the improvement possibilities are validated based on the outcome of
the business process model family. Overall, we can conclude that the proposed
business process family is formulated and validated properly.

6.2

Revisiting the problem orientation

In this section we discuss on how the outcomes of the research questions, discussed in
the previous section, affect the problem orientation described in the start of the
research. We will define which problems have been tackled; and to what extend we
were able to tackle them.
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In section 1.2, five different problems are defined: lacks in guidelines and
handles for agents on when and how to redirect clients to the online sales channel,
Stagnation in online sales, Consequences of implementing an online sales channel,
Resistance of agents towards the implementation an online sales channel and higher
efficiency required of agents. Based on the interrelations between problems, we focused
our research on the lack of guidelines.
Firstly, the proposed business process family provides agents with the
assistance in the choice on when clients are redirected to the online sales channel
based on client features customer type, country of origin and interest in collections.
Secondly, the proposed business process family helps sales agents on how clients can
be redirected to the online sales channel. Thirdly, we transcribed the proposed
business process family into an implementation plan containing a business decision
model, structural redesign of the online sales channel and more guidelines on how to
use the structural redesign to redirect clients to the online sales channel. We used
different methods to validate the proposed redesign, but due to the absence of the
implementation of the redesign in practice, it is still unclear to what extend the
problem really has been solved. Based on the validation techniques and reactions from
QT’s directory, we are very confident that the redesign has tackled the main problem
of the research. But there is always a chance that implementation in real-life brings
different obstacles into perspective, we can therefore say that the proposed redesign
is a big step in the right direction, but may requires some perfection.
Finally, based on the results and findings, we are confident that the proposed
redesign has a positive effect on the resistance of agents towards the implementation
an online sales channel and higher efficiency required of agents because the redesign
educates sales agents on how to make more efficient use of the online sales channel.
The effects of the redesign on stagnation in online sales and consequences of
implementing an online sales channel are hard to define at this stage. We expect
positive results on the problems, but these are based on gut feeling. Implementation
of the redesign will show the effect on these problems.

6.3

Recommendations for the company

Based on the research there are several recommendations for QT:
• To make the online sales channel more efficient by itself, QT should adjust the
lay-out as mentioned in section 5.1.2; and thus, ensure that filtering options
are placed on the left and right sides on the page. This will decrease the number
of clicks for which no products are showed by 66.422 (14,65%). On average, this
will increase the interaction of clients with product by 5 clicks per session.
• To increase interaction with agents and the online sales channel, QT should
adjust the lay-out of the online sales channel. In this way, agents can send
online personalized assortment pages to clients which increases redirections of
clients to the online channel. Furthermore, it would motivate agents to use the
online sales channel.
• For administrative reasons, I firmly recommend QT to implement an ERP
system because many administrative and labor-intensive tasks are performed
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•

•

6.4

in the As-Is situation which can be automated. The ERP system should also
contain stock levels and should be linked to the online sales channel.
Furthermore, invoices should also be displayed when clients are logged-in in
the online sales channel. Connecting this with a payment system enables QT
to monitor outstanding invoices and the system may decline new orders until
due invoices are paid.
Finally, to decrease throughput times in the sales process of agents when using
the offline sales channel. I strongly recommend QT to let their agents fill in
orders from clients digitally. This can be easily done using the online order
module. When immediately confirming the order digitally, the process of
collecting and sending the order can be started right away. Furthermore, if
problems due to stock outs occur, agents may immediately inform clients,
saving time for the after sales department. Additionally, filling in orders
digitally will overcome the delays caused by traveling of agents to QT.

Generalization of the redesign and findings

Although this research and the redesign is contributed mainly to QT, there are still
many findings which could be generalized for other organizations. These findings are:
• An implementation of an online sales channel does not go without saying, one
must educate sales agents on when and how to use an online sales channel.
• Organizations, certainly in a B2B context, need their sales agents to redirect
clients to an online sales channel. Because clients can’t be reached via social
media or SEA.
• Customer Type is decisive on which channel (online/offline) should be taken.
• The addition of an online sales channel improves efficiency, saves costs,
increases service times and enables organizations to reach more clients.
• Organizations can achieve higher sales margins using an online sales channel.

6.5

Scientific Relevance

Where section 6.4 focusses on the relevance of the research for other (B2B)
organizations, this section focusses on the relevance of the research for Science.
As a start, we investigated if an application defined in the Information Systems
(IS) domain can be utilized to define a decision model in a practical sales process of
agents. To do so, we defined a business process model family which models multiple
process variants in a sales process in a consolidated manner.
Furthermore, we defined a feature model within the business process family
which based on the sales process of agents. Normally, feature models are used in
Software Product Lines (SPL) in which features of (concrete) products are used to
create unique variants within the production process. We used feature models to
describe unique variants of an abstract sales process. The difference between the two
is that it is harder to define all features used in an abstract process, since the product
cannot be detached to examine all features included in the product.
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Finally, we developed a definition on how to model a group of features, features
which have the same relation to its parent feature and have the same mapping to the
process model template can be modelled using this consolidated notation, in a business
process family model. A more consolidated family model can be created using these
group of features.

6.6

Limitations of the research

Most limitations encountered in the research are caused by available data and time
constraints. The absence of data regarding ages of clients limited the research, since
the age of clients may be an important feature for the decision on whether to use an
online or an offline sales channel. Old-fashioned clients may be more reluctant to buy
in an online environment. Furthermore, implementation of the redesign in practice
would enable us to make a more precise validation of the redesign and may bring
different obstacles into perspective.
From my point of view, another limitation is my own inexperience as a
researcher. This caused inefficient focus on different phases within the execution of
the thesis. For example, I focused too much on the analysis phase in the beginning on
the thesis, which caused more time constraints for the remainder of the research.
Finally, having different stakeholders in the thesis, QT and supervisors of the
TUE, effects choices made within the thesis because you have to manage different
interests.

6.7

Issues for future Research

In this section, we will discuss five suggestions for future research.
• In future research, one could also include aftersales and returns in the business
process model. This would lead to a more complete view of the sales process.
• We evaluated the features Country, Collection and Customer Type for the
feature model. Clients’ age could also affect the choice on whether to use the
online or offline channel. Future research may take this into account.
• The proposed business process model family may be tested in practice. To
validate the effect of the process family.
• We did not further discuss the impact of the implementation of a ERP-system
in this research. Future research can focus on this impact.
• Future research may focus on international customer satisfaction focusing on
the online sales channel. In this way, more bottlenecks and improvements in
the online sales channel may be exposed.
• Future research on features of different countries, such as collections, may
investigate if it is beneficial to personalize the structure of the online sales
channel based on country of origin.
• Finally, the lay-out of the website may be further investigated. Many different
website analysis tools exist. These tools focus on the placement of buttons,
pictures and other placements.
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A. Research Overview (Big-Format)

Figure 20: Research Overview (Big Format)
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B. Sub-processes As-Is Situation

Figure 21: Sub-process Client Financial Check

Figure 22: Sub-process Schedule Appointment
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Figure 23: Sub-process Prepare Appointment, Complete Sample Collection

Figure 24: Sub-process Face-to-Face Appointment with Client

Figure 25: Sub-process Order Handling Shipping
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C. Online-Offline Dataset Description
#

Variable
Year

Data
type**
Int

Scale
Type
Ratio

1

Online
Sales*
X

Total
Sales*
X

2

ArticleCode

Char

Nominal

X

3

Article

Char

Nominal

X

4

ColorCode

Int

Interval

X

5

Collection

Char

Nominal

X

6

Description

Char

Nominal

7

NumberOfMeters

Int

Ratio

X

X

8

Amount

Int

Ratio

X

X

9

Country

Char

Nominal

X

X

10
11
12

CountryCode
MonthCode
Month

Char
Int
Char

Nominal
Interval
Nominal

X
X
X

X
X

13
14

Client
ClientID

Char
Int

Nominal
Nominal

X
X

X
X

15

Date

Int

Interval

X

16

Time

Int

Interval

X

17

OrderID

Int

Interval

X

X

X

X

Description of the
variable
In which year the data is
gathered
Code for an article in
format:
“XX0000-000”
First section of the
ArticleCode
“XX0000”
which is based on
different prints/dessins
of fabrics
Last
section
of
ArticleCode “000” which
is a code linked to the
color of the article
To which collection the
Article belongs “XX”, the
following collections are:
CA|CT|FU|KC|MR|M
Z|PC|PR|
RS|SU|VC|WI
Provides a description of
the article
The total number of
meters of that orderline
(in m)
The total value of the
orderline (in €)
Country from which the
order came
ISO codes for the country
Numbers 1 to 12
Month in which the order
took place
Name of the client
5-digit code initiated by
QT for each client
dd-mm-yyyy notation for
the date of the order
hh:mm:ss time notation
on which the order took
place
4-digit code initiated by
the online order module,
unique for each order.

*X if variable occurs in the dataset
** Int = Integer; Char= Character
Table 17: Online-Offline Dataset description
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D. Example of the online dataset
Article
Year Code

Article

Des- Number
Color Collec- crip- Of
Code tion
tion Meters Amount Country

KC01062016 003
KC0106

3 KC

-

10

35 Duitsland

KC01062016 013
KC0106

13 KC

-

10

35 Duitsland

KC40052016 004
KC4005

4 KC

-

10

75 Duitsland

KC00732016 055
KC0073

55 KC

-

10

35 Duitsland

… …

…

…

… …

…

… …

Coun- Montry
th
Code Code Month Client
KUNST
AM
DE
1 januari ECK
KUNST
AM
DE
1 januari ECK
KUNST
AM
DE
1 januari ECK
KUNST
AM
DE
1 januari ECK
…

… …

Client
ID
Date Time

Order
ID

1-117158 2016 20:51:02

1927

1-117158 2016 20:51:02

1927

1-117158 2016 20:51:02

1927

1-117158 2016 20:51:02

1927

…

…

…

…

Table 18: Example of first four order lines of the Online Data Set
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Table 19: Online-Offline Sales Data Comparison based on Collection
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E. Offline-online data comparison on
Collection
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Figure 26: Offline Sales per Collection
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Figure 27: Online Sales per Collection
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Table 20: Online-Offline Sales Data Comparison based on Country
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F. Offline-online data comparison on
Country
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Figure 28: Offline Sales per Country
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Figure 29: Online Sales per Country
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Figure 30: European map of distribution of offline sales

Figure 31: European map of distribution of Online Sales
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Figure 32: Global map of distribution of offline sales

Figure 33: Global map of distribution of online sales
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Table 21: Online-Offline Sales Data Comparison based on Month
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Offline-Online Comparison per Month
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Figure 34: Offline Sales Distribution per Month

Figure 35: Online Sales Distribution per Month
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H.

Returns Comparison

Figure 36: Offline Returns per Collection

Figure 37: Online Returns per Collection
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Figure 38: Offline Returns per Country

Figure 39: Online Returns per Country
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Figure 41: Offline Returns per Month

Figure 40: Online Returns per Month

Figure 42: Global map of distribution of offline Returns

Figure 43: Global map of distribution of online Returns
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Table 22: Offline-Online Returns Comparison per Month

Table 23: Offline Online Returns Comparison per Collection
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Table 24: Offline-Online Returns Comparison per Country
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I. Fixed Broadband Covarage in Europe by
Country

Figure 44: Fixed Broadband Covarage in Europe by Country (IHS & VVA Consulting, 2015)
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J. Interview on Customer Segmentation
Interview Customer Segmentation
Date: 20-7-2017
Respondent: M. Eveleens (Commercial Director QT)
Wat voor typen klanten heeft QT?
“In grote lijnen kunnen we twee verschillende typen klanten onderscheiden. Ten
eerste heb je de Confectie klanten. Confectie zijn klanten die stof kopen en deze stof
omzetten tot een eindproduct. Naast confectie klanten zijn er ook meterwaar-klanten,
deze klanten kopen de stof in en verkopen het vervolgens (onbehandeld) door aan
andere (kleinere) klanten. Je kunt dit zien als Retail.
Tenslotte zijn er ook nog grote tussenhandels, dit kun je qua activiteiten vergelijken
met meterwaar-klanten, echter zijn deze bedrijven veel groter in omgang. Dit zijn
bedrijven die onder zich weer meerdere winkels en vestigingen hebben, of een
samenwerking van bedrijven die meerdere winkels onder zich hebben.”
Wat karakteriseert het type-klant?
“Te beginnen met confectionairs, dit zijn eigenlijk ateliers, zij maken van stof
eindproducten. Alleen de grote kantoren bevinden zich nog in Nederland, de Ateliers
waar de producten gemaakt worden bevinden zich bijna altijd in het buitenland. Deze
klanten zijn erg prijs gericht per meter stof. Omdat zij de stof inkopen en het omzetten
tot een eindproduct zit de marge natuurlijk in de prijs per meter stof (of het goedkopere
arbeidsloon, maar daarvoor zitten ze al in lageloonlanden). Confectionairs kunnen
zowel
zelf
een
collectie
opstellen
als
‘ingehuurd’
worden
door
grootwinkelbedrijven/merken om de producten voor hen te maken. Confectionairs
leveren dus nooit aan de eindconsument. Daarnaast heb je de grootwinkelbedrijven
en merken. De naam zegt het eigenlijk al, dit zijn grote winkelketens of merken, die
direct aan de eindconsument leveren. Er is een trend te zien dat grootwinkelbedrijven
en merken steeds vaker zelf stof inkopen en het vervolgens naar een confectionair
sturen om er een product van te laten maken (in tegenstelling tot vroeger, waar de
confectionair de keuze voor de stof maakte en dat probeerde te verkopen aan een
grootwinkelbedrijf). Soms hebben Grootwinkelbedrijven en merken ook een eigen
atelier waar zij producten maken, maar vaak niet. Waar Confectionairs vooral
gefocust zijn op prijs per meter, zijn Grootwinkelbedrijven en merken meer
geïnteresseerd naar de prijs van het eindproduct.
Wat betreft de meterwaar-klanten, zoals ik net al aan gaf kun je dit het beste
zien als Retail. Meterwaar-klanten leveren stof (per meter) direct aan de
eindconsument. Dus zonder deze stof om te zetten in een product. Dit kan op
verschillende manieren gebeuren. Meterwaar-klanten kunnen een fysieke winkel
hebben waarmee zij klanten bedienen. Daarnaast zien we de laatste tijd ook steeds
meer online winkels van meterwaar-klanten ontstaan en zijn er klanten die alleen
online hun stof verkopen. Verder is een combinatie tussen een fysieke en een online
winkel ook van toepassing voor sommige meterwaar klanten. Tenslotte zijn er ook nog
klanten die stoffen op de ‘ouderwetse’ manier verkopen op de lokale markten.
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Tussenhandel is iets wat je in Nederland minder vaak ziet. Maar in andere
delen van Europa, met name in Frankrijk en België, is dit populairder. Tussenhandels
leveren ook weer aan de eindconsument, maar beschikken over meerdere winkels.
Wat zijn de onderlinge verschillen in het verkoopproces qua type klant?
“Het er zit een verschil in de aanpak van de verkoopprocessen tussen onderlinge
klantentypes.
Confectie koopt over het algemeen grote hoeveelheden, dit is ook logisch omdat zij
kledingstukken produceren, en dit gaat vaak in grote getalen. Daardoor wordt hierbij
ook minder via de webshop verkocht, graag willen zulke klanten nog iets extra’s van
de prijs af kunnen halen. Confectionairs en grootwinkelbedrijven/merken gebruiken
de webshop daarentegen wel om inspiratie op te doen of kleine hoeveelheden stof in te
kopen voor samples. Het verkooptraject aan Confectie is over het algemeen ook langer
omdat men vaak eerst wat samples maakt en daarna pas de beslissing voor productie
geeft.
Meterwaren en tussenhandel zijn de klanten waar je als verkoper kunt ‘scoren’, hier
ga je langs met je collectie en men koopt gelijk bij je in. Het verkoopproces is korter,
maar de hoeveelheden zijn ook kleiner.
Het verkoopproces voor tussenhandel is vergelijkbaar met dat van meterwaarklanten. Het verkoopproces is echter iets langer, simpelweg omdat de hoeveelheden
groter zijn en daardoor ook het beslissingsproces.”
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K. Example of process mining dataset
id

case

debnr

taak

url

start_dat
umtijd

eind_datu
mtijd

1

149.527.463.
914.405.000

17797

inloggen

/user/login/login.
php

20-5-2017
12:03

2

149.527.463.
914.405.000

17797

homepage

/home-en

3

149.527.463.
914.405.000

17797

4

149.527.463.
914.405.000

17797

Landcode

Pagina
(Path+Search)

Pagina (Path +
Search (no Input))

20-5-2017
12:03

DK

Log-In

Log-In

20-5-2017
12:03

20-5-2017
12:04

DK

Homepage

Homepage

/kids

20-5-2017
12:04

20-5-2017
12:04

DK

Kids

Kids

/overview?headart
icle=KC8033,KC80
45,KC8047,KC804
9,KC8050,KC8051,
KC8052&sort=1&l
ist=1

20-5-2017
12:04

20-5-2017
12:05

DK

Kids: Soft Shell

Kids: Soft Shell

5

149.527.463.
914.405.000

17797

/kids

20-5-2017
12:05

20-5-2017
12:06

DK

Kids

Kids

6

149.527.463.
914.405.000

17797

productove
rzicht

/overview?headart
icle=KC2010,KC25
01,KC8023,KC802
6,KC8053,KC8054,
KC8056,KC8066&
sort=1&list=1

20-5-2017
12:06

20-5-2017
12:06

DK

Kids: Other
Qualities

Kids: Other
Qualities

7

149.527.478.
544.186.000

17200

inloggen

/user/login/login.
php

20-5-2017
12:06

20-5-2017
12:06

NL

Log-In

Log-In

8

149.527.478.
544.186.000

17200

Zoekresult
aten

/overview?page=1
3&list=1&searchQ
uery=cotton

20-5-2017
12:06

20-5-2017
12:06

cotton

NL

Direct Search
cotton

Direct Search

9

149.527.478.
544.186.000

17200

Zoekresult
aten

/overview?page=2
&list=1&searchQu
ery=viscosw

20-5-2017
12:06

20-5-2017
12:06

Viscose

NL

Direct Search
Viscose

Direct Search

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

productove
rzicht

Zoekwoord

Table 25: Process Mining Dataset example
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L. Map of most frequent used paths in the
online sales channel

Figure 45: Map of the most frequently used paths in the online sales channel
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M. Map of most successful paths in the online
sales channel

Figure 46: Map of the most frequent used successful paths in the online sales channel
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N. Sub-processes Proposed business process
model template

Figure 47: Sub-process New Client Background check and registration

Figure 48: Sub-process Existing Client Financial Check
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Figure 49: Sub-process Redirect Client to Online Sales Channel

Figure 50: Sub-process Order Handling and Shipping (Online-Offline)
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O. Structural Redesign of the Online Sales
Channel

Figure 51: Current lay-out in the online sales channel

Figure 52: Proposed new lay-out of the online sales channel
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P. Potential Cost Savings of the redesign
Approximate cost savings when 1 client is redirected to the online sales channel
instead of the offline sales channel.
Savings in:
Travel times

Assumptions:
•

•

•

Approximate
savings per client:

Mean driving distance one-way drive 3 hours * €30 = €90 in
salary costs per client
= 100 km per client
Meeting with client 1 hour on visit
average
Mean yearly salary for an account
manager € 58k (in NL).[1]

Travel expenses

•

Mean travel expenses in NL € 0,19 200 km * €0,19 = €38 in
travel expenses per
per km [2]
client visit

Increase in
revenue

•

For 10 clients redirected to online
sales channel, the agent can register
1 new client.
Mean order values in 2016 was
€8.230,- per client yearly, see Table 3

•
Sample cost

•
•
•
•

Storage costs
Less workload

€ 12,59 hourly wage for an € 12,59 + € 5 = € 17,59
in sample costs per
warehouse employee [3]
client visit
1 hour of labor for 1 sample
€5 for sample material costs
Not taking housing cost into account!

Hard to define, so let’s take these out of perspective
•
•

Total

€8.230,-*
(1/10)
≈
€800,increased
revenue per new client
per year

-

1 hours savings in workload for labor € 13,56 in labor per
of back office and administration client visit
department
Mean
hourly
wage
assistant
accountant € 13,56 [3]
€ 1805,15 savings per
client visit

[1]https://www.glassdoor.nl/Salarissen/account-manager-salarissen-SRCH_KO0,15.htm
[2]https://www.belastingdienst.nl/bibliotheek/handboeken/html/boeken/HL/thema_svervoer_en_reiskosten.html
[3] http://gemiddeldgezien.nl/gemiddeld-uurloon
Table 26: Potential yearly costs savings by redirecting a client to the online sales channel
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Q. Matlab Codes used in data preparation
SCRIPT: MASTERSCRIPT
%% Import data from excel in matlab
run(Dataset_Import);
%% Data Cleaning detect incomplete, noisy, inconsistent data and
outliers.
run(Dataset_DataCleaning);
%% Merge Data of webshop sales due to difference in notation between
total sales and webshop sales
run(Dataset_Merge);
%% Subtract Online Sales Data from the Total Sales Data
run(Dataset_Subtraction);
%% Subtract Online Sales Data from the Total Sales Data 2017
run(Dataset_Subtraction_Data2017);
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SCRIPT: Dataset_Import
%% Import Data of Total sales and Online Sales into matlab
%
%
%
%

first import data into tables DataTotal and DataOnline
Then import Columns Article|Collection|NumberOfMeters|Amount|
Country|Month|ClientID separately which makes the use of formulas and
calculations more easily

%% Import data from excel
DataTotal = readtable('Omzet_Totaal_2016.xlsx');
DataOnline = readtable('Omzet_Webshop_2016.xlsx');
%% Import Total Sales Data from Omzet_Totaal_2016
% Script for importing data from the following spreadsheet:
% Workbook: D:\Documents\MATLAB\QualityTextiles\Omzet_Totaal_2016.xlsx
% Worksheet: Blad1
% Import the data
[~, ~, raw0_0] = xlsread('D:\Documents\MATLAB\Quality
Textiles\Omzet_Totaal_2016.xlsx','Blad1','C2:C139373');
[~, ~, raw0_1] = xlsread('D:\Documents\MATLAB\Quality
Textiles\Omzet_Totaal_2016.xlsx','Blad1','E2:E139373');
[~, ~, raw0_2] = xlsread('D:\Documents\MATLAB\Quality
Textiles\Omzet_Totaal_2016.xlsx','Blad1','G2:I139373');
[~, ~, raw0_3] = xlsread('D:\Documents\MATLAB\Quality
Textiles\Omzet_Totaal_2016.xlsx','Blad1','L2:L139373');
[~, ~, raw0_4] = xlsread('D:\Documents\MATLAB\Quality
Textiles\Omzet_Totaal_2016.xlsx','Blad1','N2:N139373');
raw = [raw0_0,raw0_1,raw0_2,raw0_3,raw0_4];
raw(cellfun(@(x) ~isempty(x) && isnumeric(x) && isnan(x),raw)) = {''};
cellVectors = raw(:,[1,2,5,6]);
raw = raw(:,[3,4,7]);
% Replace non-numeric cells with NaN
R = cellfun(@(x) ~isnumeric(x) && ~islogical(x),raw); %Find non-numeric
cells
raw(R) = {NaN}; % Replace non-numeric cells
% Create output variable
data = reshape([raw{:}],size(raw));
% Allocate imported array to column variable names
Tot_Article = cellVectors(:,1);
Tot_Collection = cellVectors(:,2);
Tot_NumberOfMeters = data(:,1);
Tot_Amount = data(:,2);
Tot_Country = cellVectors(:,3);
Tot_Month = cellVectors(:,4);
Tot_ClientID = data(:,3);
% Clear temporary variables
clearvars data raw raw0_0 raw0_1 raw0_2 raw0_3 raw0_4 cellVectors R;
%% Import Online Sales Data from Omzet_Webshop_2016
% Script for importing data from the following spreadsheet:
% Workbook: D:\Documents\MATLAB\Quality Textiles\Omzet_Webshop_2016.xlsx
% Worksheet: Blad1
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% Import the data
[~, ~, raw0_0] = xlsread('D:\Documents\MATLAB\Quality
Textiles\Omzet_Webshop_2016.xlsx','Blad1','C2:C69381');
[~, ~, raw0_1] = xlsread('D:\Documents\MATLAB\Quality
Textiles\Omzet_Webshop_2016.xlsx','Blad1','E2:E69381');
[~, ~, raw0_2] = xlsread('D:\Documents\MATLAB\Quality
Textiles\Omzet_Webshop_2016.xlsx','Blad1','G2:I69381');
[~, ~, raw0_3] = xlsread('D:\Documents\MATLAB\Quality
Textiles\Omzet_Webshop_2016.xlsx','Blad1','L2:L69381');
[~, ~, raw0_4] = xlsread('D:\Documents\MATLAB\Quality
Textiles\Omzet_Webshop_2016.xlsx','Blad1','N2:N69381');
raw = [raw0_0,raw0_1,raw0_2,raw0_3,raw0_4];
raw(cellfun(@(x) ~isempty(x) && isnumeric(x) && isnan(x),raw)) = {''};
cellVectors = raw(:,[1,2,5,6]);
raw = raw(:,[3,4,7]);
% Replace non-numeric cells with NaN
R = cellfun(@(x) ~isnumeric(x) && ~islogical(x),raw); % Find non-numeric
cells
raw(R) = {NaN}; % Replace non-numeric cells
% Create output variable
data = reshape([raw{:}],size(raw));
% Allocate imported array to column variable names
Online_Article = cellVectors(:,1);
Online_Collection = cellVectors(:,2);
Online_NumberOfMeters = data(:,1);
Online_Amount = data(:,2);
Online_Country = cellVectors(:,3);
Online_Month = cellVectors(:,4);
Online_ClientID = data(:,3);
% Clear temporary variables
clearvars data raw raw0_0 raw0_1 raw0_2 raw0_3 raw0_4 cellVectors R;
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SCRIPT: Dataset_DataCleaning
% The datasets will be checked on incomplete, noisy, inconsistent data
and we will detect (the first) outliers.
%% Incomplete Data
% Order ID
% the total dataset lacks Order ID's, these need to be created manually.
Tot_Date = DataTotal{:,15};
Tot_OrderID = zeros(size(Tot_Amount,1),1);
Online_OrderID = DataOnline{:,17};
OrderID = 10001;
for i=1:size(Tot_Amount,1)
if Tot_OrderID(i,1)==0
%
Determine which rows are equal for ClientID and Data
Row_Date = find(strcmp(Tot_Date,Tot_Date(i,1)));
Row_ClientID = find(Tot_ClientID==Tot_ClientID(i,1));
Row_Intersect = intersect(Row_Date,Row_ClientID);
Tot_OrderID(Row_Intersect,1)= OrderID;
DataTotal{Row_Intersect,17} = OrderID;
OrderID = OrderID + 1;
else
end
end
clear i OrderID Offline_Date Row_Date Row_ClientID Row_Intersect
%% Inconsistent Data
% Delete all order lines less than 0<meters<5 and all order lines
containing 'Stalen' in total dataset
% Because MOQ is 5 meters and 'stalen' are not sold in the online sales
channel, only the total dataset needs to be checked
for i = 1:size(Tot_Amount,1)
Endloop = size(Tot_Amount,1);
while i<=Endloop
if (((Tot_NumberOfMeters(i,1)<5) && (Tot_NumberOfMeters(i,1)>0)) ||
strcmp(Tot_Article(i,1),'STALEN'));
DataTotal(i,:) = [];
Tot_Article(i,:) = [];
Tot_Collection(i,:) = [];
Tot_NumberOfMeters(i,:) = [];
Tot_Amount(i,:) = [];
Tot_Country(i,:) = [];
Tot_Month(i,:) = [];
Tot_ClientID(i,:) = [];
Tot_OrderID(i,:) = [];
else break
end
end
end
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%% Outliers
% outliers are identified when price is lower than € 0.9 per meter since
this is the lowest price possible. Price is determined by dividing the
variable Amount by variable NumberOfMeters.
% first check on the total dataset
for i = 1:size(Tot_Amount,1)
Endloop = size(Tot_Amount,1);
while i<=Endloop
if ((Tot_Amount(i,1)/Tot_NumberOfMeters(i,1))<0.9);
DataTotal(i,:) = [];
Tot_Article(i,:) = [];
Tot_Collection(i,:) = [];
Tot_NumberOfMeters(i,:) = [];
Tot_Amount(i,:) = [];
Tot_Country(i,:) = [];
Tot_Month(i,:) = [];
Tot_ClientID(i,:) = [];
Tot_OrderID(i,:) = [];
else break
end
end
end
% secondly check on the online dataset
for i = 1:size(Online_Amount,1)
Endloop = size(Online_Amount,1);
while i<=Endloop
if ((Online_Amount(i,1)/Online_NumberOfMeters(i,1))<0.9);
DataOnline(i,:) = [];
Online_Article(i,:) = [];
Online_Collection(i,:) = [];
Online_NumberOfMeters(i,:) = [];
Online_Amount(i,:) = [];
Online_Country(i,:) = [];
Online_Month(i,:) = [];
Online_ClientID(i,:) = [];
Online_OrderID(i,:) = [];
else break
end
end
end
clear i Endloop
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SCRIPT: Dataset_Merge
%% Merge Data rows of Online data
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Data collected from Online sales makes a distinction on both Article
AND ColourCode. Data Collectec for Total Sales makes a distinction on
Article only.
For example: say a person orders article "A" in colors "1" and "2" in
the webshop
The Online sales data then contains two rows: "A-1" and "A-2" for that
particular orderID. However, this is collected in the Total Sales Data
(Which is data from all invoices) as just one row with Article "A"
with summed values of "A-1" and "A-2".
We therefore need to merge some rows in the Online Sales Data

%% Data will be compared for Article|ClientID|OrderID
% The matrix DuplicateColumn is created in which duplicate rows for that
% rownumber are displayed
DuplicateColumn = zeros(size(Online_Amount,1),100); % Assume that 1
orderline does not have more than 100 duplicates
for i = 1:size(Online_Amount,1)
Endloop = size(Online_Amount,1); % Endloop changes in size when a
row is deleted
while i<=Endloop
% Determine which rows are equal and need to be merged
Column_Article = find(strcmp(Online_Article,Online_Article(i,1)));
Column_ClientID = find(Online_ClientID==Online_ClientID(i,1));
Column_OrderID = find(Online_OrderID==Online_OrderID(i,1));
Column_Intersect_ClientID_OrderID =
intersect(Column_ClientID,Column_OrderID,'rows');
Column_Intersect_All =
intersect(Column_Intersect_ClientID_OrderID,Column_Article,'rows');
% only rows which are the same for all three values are selected
if sum(Column_Intersect_All,1)>i
for ii = 1:size(Column_Intersect_All,1);
DuplicateColumn(i,ii)=Column_Intersect_All(ii,1); % Row number
of duplicate data
end
else DuplicateColumn(i,1)=0; % No Duplicate is found for this row
end
%
Merge rows if duplicate is found
if ((DuplicateColumn(i,1)==i) && (DuplicateColumn(i,2)>i))
xx = find(DuplicateColumn(i,:)>=i); % Determine over which rows
the variables NumberOfMeters and Amount need to be summed
x = DuplicateColumn(i,xx); % Search the equivalent row number in
the DuplicateColumn Matrix
DataOnline{i,7} = sum(Online_NumberOfMeters(x,1));
DataOnline{i,8} = sum(Online_Amount(x,1));
Online_NumberOfMeters(i,1) = sum(Online_NumberOfMeters(x,1));
Online_Amount(i,1) = sum(Online_Amount(x,1));
yy = find(DuplicateColumn(i,:)>i); % Determine which rows need
to be deleted from the data since they are summed
y = DuplicateColumn(i,yy);
Online_Article(y,:) = [];
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Online_Collection(y,:) = [];
Online_NumberOfMeters(y,:) = [];
Online_Amount(y,:) = [];
Online_Country(y,:) = [];
Online_Month(y,:) = [];
Online_ClientID(y,:) = [];
Online_OrderID(y,:) = [];
DataOnline(y,:) = [];
break
else break
end
end
end
clear Column_Article Column_ClientID Column_OrderID
Column_Intersect_ClientID_OrderID Column_Intersect_All DuplicateColumn
ans i ii x xx y yy Endloop
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SCRIPT: Dataset_Returns
% This script contains two phases:
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Phase One, Check for negative numbers:
1. Identify all rows which contain negative values for NumberOfMeters
or Amount, these rows contain returned items
2. Check if total number of rows which contain negative values for
NumberOfMeters or Amount are equal
3. If not equal, delete data rows which do not contain negative values
for both NumberOfMeters and Amount since data is incorrect
4. Converted these rows to new data named "Returns..."
5. Delete returns from original data set (Returns are now separated
from Total Sales Data)

% Phase Two, identify all returns of the DataOnline based on
% DataTotal_Returns and creater new dataset: DataOnline_Returns and
% DataOffline_Returns
%% Identify Returns in the Total Sales Data (Phase One)
% 1. Identify all rows which contain negative numbers for NumberOfMeters
or Amount, these rows contain returned items
[Negativerows_Amount]=find(Tot_Amount<0); % find which rows contain
negative values in column: Amount
[Negativerows_NumberOfMeters]=find(Tot_NumberOfMeters<0); % find which
rows contain negative values in column: NumberOfMeters
% 2. Check if numbers of NumberOfMeters is equal to Amount
IncorrectTotDataRow =
setdiff(Negativerows_Amount,Negativerows_NumberOfMeters);
% 3. Delete Incorrect Data if deviation between NumberOfMeters and
Amount occurs
if sum(IncorrectTotDataRow,1)>0
DataTotal(IncorrectTotDataRow,:) = [];
Tot_Article(IncorrectTotDataRow,:) = [];
Tot_Collection(IncorrectTotDataRow,:) = [];
Tot_NumberOfMeters(IncorrectTotDataRow,:) = [];
Tot_Amount(IncorrectTotDataRow,:) = [];
Tot_Country(IncorrectTotDataRow,:) = [];
Tot_Month(IncorrectTotDataRow,:) = [];
Tot_ClientID(IncorrectTotDataRow,:) = [];
else end
% 4. Converted these rows to new data named "Returns..."
[Negativerows_Amount]=find(Tot_Amount<0); % update this value since some
rows might have been deleted in the previous step
if sum(Negativerows_Amount,1)>0
DataTotal_Returns = DataTotal(Negativerows_Amount,:);
Returns_Tot_Article = Tot_Article(Negativerows_Amount,:);
Returns_Tot_Collection = Tot_Collection(Negativerows_Amount,:);
Returns_Tot_NumberOfMeters =
Tot_NumberOfMeters(Negativerows_Amount,:);
Returns_Tot_Amount = Tot_Amount(Negativerows_Amount,:);
Returns_Tot_Country = Tot_Country(Negativerows_Amount,:);
Returns_Tot_Month = Tot_Month(Negativerows_Amount,:);
Returns_Tot_ClientID = Tot_ClientID(Negativerows_Amount,:);
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% 5. Delete returns from original data set: "Total Sales" (Returns are
now separated from Total Sales Data)
DataTotal(Negativerows_Amount,:) = [];
Tot_Article(Negativerows_Amount,:) = [];
Tot_Collection(Negativerows_Amount,:) = [];
Tot_NumberOfMeters(Negativerows_Amount,:) = [];
Tot_Amount(Negativerows_Amount,:) = [];
Tot_Country(Negativerows_Amount,:) = [];
Tot_Month(Negativerows_Amount,:) = [];
Tot_ClientID(Negativerows_Amount,:) = [];
Else end
clear IncorrectTotDataRow Negativerows_Amount
Negativerows_NumberOfMeters
%% Identify Returns in the Online Sales Data (Phase One)
% 1. Identify all rows which contain negative numbers for NumberOfMeters
or Amount, these rows contain returned items
[Negativerows_Amount]=find(Online_Amount<0); % find which rows contain
negative values in column: Amount
[Negativerows_NumberOfMeters]=find(Online_NumberOfMeters<0); % find
which rows contain negative values in column: NumberOfMeters
% 2. Check if numbers of NumberOfMeters is equal to Amount
IncorrectOnlineDataRow =
setdiff(Negativerows_Amount,Negativerows_NumberOfMeters);
% 3. Delete Incorrect Data if deviation between NumberOfMeters and
Amount occurs
if sum(IncorrectOnlineDataRow,1)>0
DataOnline(IncorrectOnlineDataRow,:) = [];
Online_Article(IncorrectOnlineDataRow,:) = [];
Online_Collection(IncorrectOnlineDataRow,:) = [];
Online_NumberOfMeters(IncorrectOnlineDataRow,:) = [];
Online_Amount(IncorrectOnlineDataRow,:) = [];
Online_Country(IncorrectOnlineDataRow,:) = [];
Online_Month(IncorrectOnlineDataRow,:) = [];
Online_ClientID(IncorrectOnlineDataRow,:) = [];
else
end
% 4. Converted these rows to new data named "Returns..."
[Negativerows_Amount]=find(Online_Amount<0); % update this value since
some rows might have been deleted in the previous step
if sum(Negativerows_Amount,1)>0
DataOnline_Returns = DataOnline(Negativerows_Amount,:);
Returns_Online_Article = Online_Article(Negativerows_Amount,:);
Returns_Online_Collection =
Online_Collection(Negativerows_Amount,:);
Returns_Online_NumberOfMeters =
Online_NumberOfMeters(Negativerows_Amount,:);
Returns_Online_Amount = Online_Amount(Negativerows_Amount,:);
Returns_Online_Country = Online_Country(Negativerows_Amount,:);
Returns_Online_Month = Online_Month(Negativerows_Amount,:);
Returns_Online_ClientID = Online_ClientID(Negativerows_Amount,:);
% 5. Delete returns from original data set: "Online Sales" (Returns are
now separated from Online Sales Data)
DataOnline(Negativerows_Amount,:) = [];
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Online_Article(Negativerows_Amount,:) = [];
Online_Collection(Negativerows_Amount,:) = [];
Online_NumberOfMeters(Negativerows_Amount,:) = [];
Online_Amount(Negativerows_Amount,:) = [];
Online_Country(Negativerows_Amount,:) = [];
Online_Month(Negativerows_Amount,:) = [];
Online_ClientID(Negativerows_Amount,:) = [];
else end
clear IncorrectOnlineDataRow Negativerows_Amount
Negativerows_NumberOfMeters
%% Find online returns in the dataset 'DataTotal_Returns' and create new
dataset: DataOnline_Returns (Phase Two)
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

The dataset 'DataOnline' is exported by the website developers and is
based on all sales within the online order module. Sales of the online
order module are however not linked to the administration department
Therefore, the above script 'Identify Returns in the Online Sales Data
(Phase One)' did not find any negative values for the variables
'Amount' and 'NumberOfOrders', because there are simply no negative
values in this dataset. In order to find returns of the online sales
channel, we search the total return dataset for identical order lines
with the online dataset. When identical order lines are found, these
order lines are deleted in DataOnline and DataOffline_Returns; and
stored in a new Dataset: DataOnline_Returns

%
Initialize Returns Offline data
DataOffline_Returns = DataTotal_Returns;
Returns_Offline_Article = Returns_Tot_Article;
Returns_Offline_Collection = Returns_Tot_Collection;
Returns_Offline_NumberOfMeters = Returns_Tot_NumberOfMeters;
Returns_Offline_Amount = Returns_Tot_Amount;
Returns_Offline_Country = Returns_Tot_Country;
Returns_Offline_Month = Returns_Tot_Month;
Returns_Offline_ClientID = Returns_Tot_ClientID;
z = 0; % Initialize to build new Dataset: DataOnline_Returns
IdenticalRow = zeros(size(Online_Amount,1),100); % Assume that 1
orderline in Online Data does not have more than 100 identical rows in
DataTotal_Returns
RowsDeleted = zeros(size(Online_Amount,1),1);
for i = 1:size(Online_Amount,1)
Endloop = size(Online_Amount,1); % Endloop changes in size when a
row is deleted
while i<=Endloop % since size of DataOnline decreases when a return
is transcribed to new dataset: DataOnline_Returns, we use a whlie
loop.
% Determine which rows are equal, equivalent row is deleted in
% DataOnline and inserted in DataOnline_Returns
Row_Article =
find(strcmp(Returns_Offline_Article,Online_Article(i,1)));
Row_Country =
find(strcmp(Returns_Offline_Country,Online_Country(i,1)));
Row_ClientID = find(Returns_Offline_ClientID==Online_ClientID(i,1));
Row_Intersect_ClientID_Country=intersect(Row_ClientID,Row_Country);
Row_Intersect_All =
intersect(Row_Intersect_ClientID_Country,Row_Article); % only rows
which are the same for all three values are selected
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if sum(Row_Intersect_All(:,:))==0;
IdenticalRow(i,1)=0; % No Duplicate is found for this row n
number
RowsDeleted(i,1)=0; % No Duplicate is found for this row
number
else
for ii = 1:size(Row_Intersect_All,1);
IdenticalRow(i,ii)= Row_Intersect_All(ii,1); % Store all
row numbers which have the same orderline for DataOnline
in DataTotal_Returns
end
end
% Delete rows if just one duplicate is found in DataTotal_Returns for
the equivalent row number in DataOnline
if ((IdenticalRow(i,1)>0) &&
(sum(IdenticalRow(i,:))==(IdenticalRow(i,1)))) % Check if row has
just 1 duplicate
z = z+1;
x = IdenticalRow(i,1);
DataOnline_Returns(z,:) = DataOnline(x,:); % Build new Dataset
DataOnline_Returns
Returns_Online_Article(z,:) = Online_Article(x,:);
Returns_Online_Collection(z,:) = Online_Collection(x,:);
Returns_Online_NumberOfMeters(z,:) = Online_NumberOfMeters(x,:);
Returns_Online_Amount(z,:) = Online_Amount(x,:);
Returns_Online_Country(z,:) = Online_Country(x,:);
Returns_Online_Month(z,:) = Online_Month(x,:);
Returns_Online_ClientID(z,:) = Online_ClientID(x,:);
Returns_Online_OrderID(z,:) = Online_OrderID(x,:);
DataOnline(x,:) = []; % Delete Online Returns in DataOnline
Online_Article(x,:) = [];
Online_Collection(x,:) = [];
Online_NumberOfMeters(x,:) = [];
Online_Amount(x,:) = [];
Online_Country(x,:) = [];
Online_Month(x,:) = [];
Online_ClientID(x,:) = [];
Online_OrderID(x,:) = [];
DataOffline_Returns(x,:) = []; % Delete Online Returns in
DataReturns (Which was DataTotal at the beginning)
Returns_Offline_Article(x,:) = [];
Returns_Offline_Collection(x,:) = [];
Returns_Offline_NumberOfMeters(x,:) = [];
Returns_Offline_Amount(x,:) = [];
Returns_Offline_Country(x,:) = [];
Returns_Offline_Month(x,:) = [];
Returns_Offline_ClientID(x,:) = [];
RowsDeleted(i,1) = x; % Store which row from DataOnline was
deleted in this instance
break
else end
% What to do if multiple duplicate rows are found
if ((IdenticalRow(i,1)>0) &&
(sum(IdenticalRow(i,:))>(IdenticalRow(i,1)))) % Check if row has
more than 1 duplicate
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% first determine all duplicates found
yy = find(IdenticalRow(i,:)>0); % Determine how many duplicates
are found
y = IdenticalRow(i,yy); % Search the equivalent row number in
the DuplicateRow Matrix
% Determine which row from DataOnline fits row from DataTotal_Returns
% best, This is the row number for which de difference for the variable
% Amount between the DataOnline and DataTotal_Returns is smallest
SmallestDifference = abs(Tot_Amount(y)-Online_Amount(i)); %
Calculate Difference
[a b] = min(SmallestDifference); % Determine which difference is
smallest
x = y(1,b); % Select corrensponding row for smallest difference
% Delete row that fits OnlineData best
z = z+1;
DataOnline_Returns(z,:) = DataOnline(x,:); % Build new Dataset
DataOnline_Returns
Returns_Online_Article(z,:) = Online_Article(x,:);
Returns_Online_Collection(z,:) = Online_Collection(x,:);
Returns_Online_NumberOfMeters(z,:) = Online_NumberOfMeters(x,:);
Returns_Online_Amount(z,:) = Online_Amount(x,:);
Returns_Online_Country(z,:) = Online_Country(x,:);
Returns_Online_Month(z,:) = Online_Month(x,:);
Returns_Online_ClientID(z,:) = Online_ClientID(x,:);
Returns_Online_OrderID(z,:) = Online_OrderID(x,:);
DataOnline(x,:) = []; % Delete Online Returns in DataOnline
Online_Article(x,:) = [];
Online_Collection(x,:) = [];
Online_NumberOfMeters(x,:) = [];
Online_Amount(x,:) = [];
Online_Country(x,:) = [];
Online_Month(x,:) = [];
Online_ClientID(x,:) = [];
Online_OrderID(x,:) = [];
DataOffline_Returns(x,:) = []; % Delete Online Returns in
DataReturns (Which was DataTotal at the beginning)
Returns_Offline_Article(x,:) = [];
Returns_Offline_Collection(x,:) = [];
Returns_Offline_NumberOfMeters(x,:) = [];
Returns_Offline_Amount(x,:) = [];
Returns_Offline_Country(x,:) = [];
Returns_Offline_Month(x,:) = [];
Returns_Offline_ClientID(x,:) = [];
RowsDeleted(i,1) = x; % Store which row from DataOnline was
deleted in this instance
break
else break
end
end
end
clear a b IdenticalRow Endloop i ii Row_Article Row_ClientID Row_Country
Row_Intersect_All Row_Intersect_ClientID_Country RowsDeleted
SmallestDifference x y yy z
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SCRIPT: Dataset_Subtraction
%% Substract DataOnline from DataTotal
%
%
%
%
$
%
%
%
%

We seek to have two datasets, one with all online sales and one with
all offline sales. Currently, we have two datasets: DataOnline and
DataTotal. DataTotal = DataOffline + DataOnline. so,
DataOffline = DataTotal - DataOnline
This Datasubtraction script can be split up in 2 phases:
1. Data subtraction based on for the following variables:
Article|Country|Month|ClientID
2. Data subtraction based on for the following variables:
Article|Country|ClientID

% Initiate Offline Dataset: DataOffline = DataTotal. From here on we
will delete duplicate rows in DataOffline
DataOffline = DataTotal;
Offline_Article = Tot_Article;
Offline_Collection = Tot_Collection;
Offline_NumberOfMeters = Tot_NumberOfMeters;
Offline_Amount = Tot_Amount;
Offline_Country = Tot_Country;
Offline_Month = Tot_Month;
Offline_ClientID = Tot_ClientID;
%% 1. Data subtraction based on for the following variables:
Article|Country|Month|ClientID
% The matrix DuplicateRow is created in which duplicates of row i in
% DataTotal are found in DataOnline
% A duplicate is then subtracted from DataTotal
RowsDeleted = zeros(size(Online_Amount,1),1); % To keep track of which
rows are deleted
IdenticalRow = zeros(size(Online_Amount,1),100); % Assume that 1
orderline does not have more than 100 duplicates
for i = 1:size(Online_Amount,1)
%
Determine which rows are equal and need to be deleted
Row_Article = find(strcmp(Offline_Article,Online_Article(i,1)));
Row_Country = find(strcmp(Offline_Country,Online_Country(i,1)));
Row_Month = find(strcmp(Offline_Month,Online_Month(i,1)));
Row_ClientID = find(Offline_ClientID==Online_ClientID(i,1));
Row_Intersect_ClientID_Month = intersect(Row_ClientID,Row_Month);
Row_Intersect_ClientID_Month_Article =
intersect(Row_Intersect_ClientID_Month,Row_Article);
Row_Intersect_All =
intersect(Row_Intersect_ClientID_Month_Article,Row_Country); % only
rows which are the same for all three values are selected
if sum(Row_Intersect_All(:,1)==0)
IdenticalRow(i,1)=0; % No Duplicate is found for this row number
else
for ii = 1:size(Row_Intersect_All,1);
IdenticalRow(i,ii)= Row_Intersect_All(ii,1);
end
end
% Delete rows if just one duplicate is found in DataTotal for the
equivalent row number in DataOnline
if ((IdenticalRow(i,1)>0) &&
(sum(IdenticalRow(i,:))==(IdenticalRow(i,1)))) % Check if row
has just 1 duplicate
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x = IdenticalRow(i,1);
DataOffline(x,:) = [];
Offline_Article(x,:) = [];
Offline_Collection(x,:) = [];
Offline_NumberOfMeters(x,:) = [];
Offline_Amount(x,:) = [];
Offline_Country(x,:) = [];
Offline_Month(x,:) = [];
Offline_ClientID(x,:) = [];
RowsDeleted(i,1) = x; % Store which row from DataTotal was
deleted in this instance
else
end
% What to do if multiple duplicate rows are found
if ((IdenticalRow(i,1)>0) &&
(sum(IdenticalRow(i,:))>(IdenticalRow(i,1)))) % Check if row has
more than 1 duplicate
% first determine all duplicates found
yy = find(IdenticalRow(i,:)>0); % Determine how many duplicates
are found
y = IdenticalRow(i,yy); % Search the equivalent row number in
the DuplicateRow Matrix
% Determine which row from Online Data fits row from Total data best,
% This is the row number for which de difference for the variable Amount
% between the Online Data and Total Data is smallest
SmallestDifference = abs(Tot_Amount(y)-Online_Amount(i)); %
Calculate Difference
[a b] = min(SmallestDifference); % Determine which difference is
smallest
x = y(1,b); % Select corrensponding row for smalles difference
% Delete row that fit Total Data best
DataOffline(x,:) = [];
Offline_Article(x,:) = [];
Offline_Collection(x,:) = [];
Offline_NumberOfMeters(x,:) = [];
Offline_Amount(x,:) = [];
Offline_Country(x,:) = [];
Offline_Month(x,:) = [];
Offline_ClientID(x,:) = [];
RowsDeleted(i,1) = x; % Store which row from DataTotal was
deleted in this instance
else
end
end
clear a b i ii Row_Article Row_Country Row_Month Row_ClientID
Row_Intersect_ClientID_Month Row_Intersect_ClientID_Month_Article
Row_Intersect_All SmallestDifference x y yy
% Performance Evalutation 1
RowsFound = sum(RowsDeleted(:,1)>0); % Number of orderlines from Online
Sales succesfully subtracted from Total Sales
RowsNotFound = sum(RowsDeleted(:,1)==0); % Number of orderlines (still)
not succesfully found and subtracted
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RowsFoundPercentage = RowsFound/(RowsFound+RowsNotFound); %Percentage of
rows found and deleted
RowNumberNotFound = find(RowsDeleted(:,1)==0);% Row numbers from Online
Data which have not yet been found
%% 2. Data subtraction based on for the following variables:
Article|Country|ClientID
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

24,78% of the orders in from the Online Sales Data are not (yet) found
in the Total Sales Data. Since there might be deviation between the
ordertime (month) of an order in the online sales data and the billing
time in the total sales data due to either a backorder or
administration delay time,we will check if missing rows can be found
when data is compared for the following variables:
Article|Country|ClientID

a = zeros(size(Online_Amount,1),1);
RowsDeleted = [RowsDeleted a];
clear a
IdenticalRow2 = zeros(size(Online_Amount,1),100); % Assume that 1
orderline does not have more than 100 duplicates
for i = 1:size(Online_Amount,1)
if (RowsDeleted(i,1)==0)
%
Determine which rows are equal and need to be deleted
Row_Article = find(strcmp(Offline_Article,Online_Article(i,1)));
Row_Country = find(strcmp(Offline_Country,Online_Country(i,1)));
Row_ClientID = find(Offline_ClientID==Online_ClientID(i,1));
Row_Intersect_ClientID_Country =
intersect(Row_ClientID,Row_Country);
Row_Intersect_All =
intersect(Row_Intersect_ClientID_Country,Row_Article); % only rows
which are the same for all three values are selected
if sum(Row_Intersect_All(:,1)==0)
IdenticalRow2(i,1)=0; % No Duplicate is found for this row
number
else
for ii = 1:size(Row_Intersect_All,1);
IdenticalRow2(i,ii)= Row_Intersect_All(ii,1); % Row number
of duplicate data
end
end
% Delete rows if just one duplicate is found in DataTotal for the
equivalent row number in DataOnline
if ((IdenticalRow2(i,1)>0) &&
(sum(IdenticalRow2(i,:))==(IdenticalRow2(i,1)))) % Check if row
has just 1 duplicate
x = IdenticalRow2(i,1);
DataOffline(x,:) = [];
Offline_Article(x,:) = [];
Offline_Collection(x,:) = [];
Offline_NumberOfMeters(x,:) = [];
Offline_Amount(x,:) = [];
Offline_Country(x,:) = [];
Offline_Month(x,:) = [];
Offline_ClientID(x,:) = [];
RowsDeleted(i,2) = x; % Store which row from DataTotal was
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deleted in this instance
else
end
% What to do if multiple duplicate rows are found
if ((IdenticalRow2(i,1)>0) &&
(sum(IdenticalRow2(i,:))>(IdenticalRow2(i,1)))) % Check if row
has more than 1 duplicate
% first determine all duplicates found
yy = find(IdenticalRow2(i,:)>0); % Determine how many duplicates
are found
y = IdenticalRow2(i,yy); % Search the equivalent row number in
the DuplicateRow Matrix
% Determine which row from Online Data fits row from Total data best,
% This is the row number for which de difference for the variable Amount
% between the Online Data and Total Data is smallest
SmallestDifference = abs(Tot_Amount(y)-Online_Amount(i)); %
Calculate Difference
[a b] = min(SmallestDifference); % Determine which difference is
smallest
x = y(1,b); % Select corrensponding row for smalles difference
% Delete row that fitss Total Data best
DataOffline(x,:) = [];
Offline_Article(x,:) = [];
Offline_Collection(x,:) = [];
Offline_NumberOfMeters(x,:) = [];
Offline_Amount(x,:) = [];
Offline_Country(x,:) = [];
Offline_Month(x,:) = [];
Offline_ClientID(x,:) = [];
RowsDeleted(i,2) = x; % Store which row from DataTotal was
deleted in this instance
else
end
else RowsDeleted(i,2) =0;
end
end
clear a b i ii Row_Article Row_Country Row_ClientID
Row_Intersect_ClientID_Country Row_Intersect_All SmallestDifference x y
yy
% Performance Evalutation 2
RowsFound2 = sum(RowsDeleted(:,1)>0) + sum(RowsDeleted(:,2)>0);
RowsNotFound2 = sum(RowsDeleted(:,1)==0)-sum(RowsDeleted(:,2)>0);
RowsFoundPercentage2 = (RowsFound2)/(RowsFound2+RowsNotFound2);
RowNumberNotFound2 =
intersect(find(RowsDeleted(:,2)==0),RowNumberNotFound);
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Script: Dataset_Subtraction_Data2017
%% Search missing orderlines of DataOnline in Total Sales of 2017
(jan,feb,mar)
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

12.34% of the orderlines from the online dataset can still not be
found in the total data. This occurs due to pre-orders, backorders,
stockouts or delays caused by admininstrating services.
This script will import Sales Data from the first three months of 2017
in order to see wheters some more orderlines of the Online Sales Data
can be found. If identical order lines are found in the Sales Data of
2017, these order lines are added to the DataTotal

%% Import Total Sales Data from Omzet_Totaal_Jan-Feb-Mar_2017
% Script for importing data from the following spreadsheet:
% Workbook: D:\Documents\MATLAB\Quality Textiles\Omzet_Jan-FebMar_2017.xlsx
% Worksheet: Blad1
%
import DataTotal2017
DataTotal_2017 = readtable('Omzet_Totaal_Jan-Feb-Mar_2017.xlsx');
% Import the data
[~, ~, raw0_0] = xlsread('D:\Documents\MATLAB\Quality
Textiles\Omzet_Totaal_Jan-Feb-Mar_2017.xlsx','Blad1','C2:C51076');
[~, ~, raw0_1] = xlsread('D:\Documents\MATLAB\Quality
Textiles\Omzet_Totaal_Jan-Feb-Mar_2017.xlsx','Blad1','E2:E51076');
[~, ~, raw0_2] = xlsread('D:\Documents\MATLAB\Quality
Textiles\Omzet_Totaal_Jan-Feb-Mar_2017.xlsx','Blad1','G2:I51076');
[~, ~, raw0_3] = xlsread('D:\Documents\MATLAB\Quality
Textiles\Omzet_Totaal_Jan-Feb-Mar_2017.xlsx','Blad1','L2:L51076');
[~, ~, raw0_4] = xlsread('D:\Documents\MATLAB\Quality
Textiles\Omzet_Totaal_Jan-Feb-Mar_2017.xlsx','Blad1','N2:N51076');
raw = [raw0_0,raw0_1,raw0_2,raw0_3,raw0_4];
raw(cellfun(@(x) ~isempty(x) && isnumeric(x) && isnan(x),raw)) = {''};
cellVectors = raw(:,[1,2,5,6]);
raw = raw(:,[3,4,7]);
% Replace non-numeric cells with NaN
R = cellfun(@(x) ~isnumeric(x) && ~islogical(x),raw); % Find non-numeric
cells
raw(R) = {NaN}; % Replace non-numeric cells
% Create output variable
data = reshape([raw{:}],size(raw));
% Allocate imported array to column variable names
Tot_2017_Article = cellVectors(:,1);
Tot_2017_Collection = cellVectors(:,2);
Tot_2017_NumberOfMeters = data(:,1);
Tot_2017_Amount = data(:,2);
Tot_2017_Country = cellVectors(:,3);
Tot_2017_Month = cellVectors(:,4);
Tot_2017_ClientID = data(:,3);
% Clear temporary variables
clearvars data raw raw0_0 raw0_1 raw0_2 raw0_3 raw0_4 cellVectors R;
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%% Search remaining missing orderlines in DataTotal2017
% If an orderline is found in DataTotal2017, add that equivalent row
% from DataTotal2017 to DataTotal
b = zeros(size(Online_Amount,1),1);
RowsDeleted = [RowsDeleted b];
clear b
IdenticalRow3 = zeros(size(Online_Amount,1),100); % Assume that 1
orderline does not have more than 100 duplicates
for i = 1:size(Online_Amount,1)
if ((RowsDeleted(i,1)==0) && (RowsDeleted(i,2)==0))
%
Determine which rows are equal and need to be deleted
Row_Article = find(strcmp(Tot_2017_Article,Online_Article(i,1)));
Row_Country = find(strcmp(Tot_2017_Country,Online_Country(i,1)));
Row_ClientID = find(Tot_2017_ClientID==Online_ClientID(i,1));
Row_Intersect_ClientID_Country =
intersect(Row_ClientID,Row_Country);
Row_Intersect_All =
intersect(Row_Intersect_ClientID_Country,Row_Article); % only rows
which are the same for all three values are selected
if sum(Row_Intersect_All(:,:))==0
IdenticalRow3(i,1)=0; % No Duplicate is found for this row
number
else
for ii = 1:size(Row_Intersect_All,1);
IdenticalRow3(i,ii)= Row_Intersect_All(ii,1); % Row number
of duplicate data
end
end
% Delete rows if just one duplicate is found in DataTotal for the
% equivalent row number in DataOnline
if ((IdenticalRow3(i,1)>0) &&
(sum(IdenticalRow3(i,:))==(IdenticalRow3(i,1)))) % Check if row
has just 1 duplicate
x = IdenticalRow3(i,1);
DataTotal = [DataTotal; DataTotal_2017(x,:)];
Tot_Article = [Tot_Article; Tot_2017_Article(x,:)];
Tot_Collection = [Tot_Collection; Tot_2017_Collection(x,:)];
Tot_NumberOfMeters = [Tot_NumberOfMeters;
Tot_2017_NumberOfMeters(x,:)];
Tot_Amount = [Tot_Amount; Tot_2017_Amount(x,:)];
Tot_Country = [Tot_Country; Tot_2017_Country(x,:)];
Tot_Month = [Tot_Month; Tot_2017_Month(x,:)];
Tot_ClientID = [Tot_ClientID; Tot_2017_ClientID(x,:)];
RowsDeleted(i,3) = x; % Store for which row a duplicate was
found, this row is not deleted however
else
end
% What to do if multiple duplicate rows are found
if ((IdenticalRow3(i,1)>0) &&
(sum(IdenticalRow3(i,:))>(IdenticalRow3(i,1)))) % Check if row
has more than 1 duplicate
% first determine all duplicates found
yy = find(IdenticalRow3(i,:)>0); % Determine how many duplicates
are found
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y = IdenticalRow3(i,yy); % Search the equivalent row number in
the DuplicateRow Matrix
% Determine which row from Online Data fits row from Total data best,
% This is the row number for which de difference for the variable Amount
% between the Online Data and Total Data is smallest
SmallestDifference = abs(Tot_Amount(y)-Online_Amount(i)); %
Calculate Difference
[a b] = min(SmallestDifference); % Determine which difference is
smallest
x = y(1,b); % Select corrensponding row for smalles difference
% Add row that fits Total Data best
DataTotal = [DataTotal; DataTotal_2017(x,:)];
Tot_Article = [Tot_Article; Tot_2017_Article(x,:)];
Tot_Collection = [Tot_Collection; Tot_2017_Collection(x,:)];
Tot_NumberOfMeters = [Tot_NumberOfMeters;
Tot_2017_NumberOfMeters(x,:)];
Tot_Amount = [Tot_Amount; Tot_2017_Amount(x,:)];
Tot_Country = [Tot_Country; Tot_2017_Country(x,:)];
Tot_Month = [Tot_Month; Tot_2017_Month(x,:)];
Tot_ClientID = [Tot_ClientID; Tot_2017_ClientID(x,:)];
RowsDeleted(i,3) = x; % Store which row from DataTotal was
deleted in this instance
else
end
else RowsDeleted(i,3) =0;
end
end
clear a b i ii Row_Article Row_Country Row_ClientID
Row_Intersect_ClientID_Country Row_Intersect_All SmallestDifference x y
yy
% Performance Evalutation 3
RowsFound3 =
sum(RowsDeleted(:,1)>0)+sum(RowsDeleted(:,2)>0)+sum(RowsDeleted(:,3)>0);
RowsNotFound3 = sum(RowsDeleted(:,1)==0)-sum(RowsDeleted(:,2)>0)sum(RowsDeleted(:,3)>0);
RowsFoundPercentage3 = (RowsFound3)/(RowsFound3+RowsNotFound3);
RowNumberNotFound3 =
intersect(find(RowsDeleted(:,3)==0),RowNumberNotFound2);
%%
%
%
%
%
%

Delete orderlines which have not been found from the Online Sales

10,17% of the online sales data cannot be found in the total sales
data. this means that these orders are either pre-orders, backorders,
stockouts or test purchases since we cannot determine which of the
reasons is appropriate for a specific orderline, we delete all
orderlines which have not been found

DataOnline(RowNumberNotFound3,:) = [];
Online_Article(RowNumberNotFound3,:) = [];
Online_Collection(RowNumberNotFound3,:) = [];
Online_NumberOfMeters(RowNumberNotFound3,:) = [];
Online_Amount(RowNumberNotFound3,:) = [];
Online_Country(RowNumberNotFound3,:) = [];
Online_Month(RowNumberNotFound3,:) = [];
Online_ClientID(RowNumberNotFound3,:) = [];
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R. Matlab Codes Data Preparation Process
Mining
%% Import the data, extracting spreadsheet dates in Excel serial date
format
[~, ~, raw, dates] = xlsread('C:\Users\s118335\Dropbox\Master Thesis Quality Textiles\Data\Process Logs.xlsx','Process
Logs','A2:N455529','',@convertSpreadsheetExcelDates);
raw(cellfun(@(x) ~isempty(x) && isnumeric(x) && isnan(x),raw)) = {''};
cellVectors = raw(:,[4,5,8,9,10,11,12,13,14]);
raw = raw(:,[1,2,3]);
dates = dates(:,[6,7]);
% Replace non-numeric cells with NaN
R = cellfun(@(x) ~isnumeric(x) && ~islogical(x),raw); % Find non-numeric
cells
raw(R) = {NaN}; % Replace non-numeric cells
R = cellfun(@(x) ~isnumeric(x) && ~islogical(x),dates); % Find nonnumeric cells
dates(R) = {NaN}; % Replace non-numeric Excel dates with NaN
% Create output variable
data = reshape([raw{:}],size(raw));
% Create table
Logs = table;
% Allocate imported array to column variable names
Logs.id = data(:,1);
Logs.case1 = data(:,2);
Logs.debnr = data(:,3);
Logs.taak = cellVectors(:,1);
Logs.url = cellVectors(:,2);
Logs.start_datumtijd = datetime([dates{:,1}].', 'ConvertFrom', 'Excel');
Logs.eind_datumtijd = datetime([dates{:,2}].', 'ConvertFrom', 'Excel');
Logs.zoekwoord = cellVectors(:,3);
Logs.landcode = cellVectors(:,4);
Logs.Pagina = cellVectors(:,5);
Logs.Search = cellVectors(:,6);
Logs.SearchNosearchinput = cellVectors(:,7);
Logs.PaginaPathSearch = cellVectors(:,8);
Logs.PaginaPathSearchnoInput = cellVectors(:,9);
% Clear temporary variables
clearvars data raw dates cellVectors R;
%% Import Columns Seperately
ID = Logs{:,1};
CaseID = Logs{:,2};
DebNr = Logs{:,3};
Taak = Logs{:,4};
URL = Logs{:,5};
Start = Logs{:,6};
End = Logs{:,7};
Zoekwoord = Logs{:,8};
Landcode = Logs{:,9};
Pagina = Logs{:,10};
Search = Logs{:,11};
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PaginaPathSearch = Logs{:,13};
PaginaPathNoSearch = Logs{:,14};
%% Convert Time variables from number to time
Start.Format = 'dd-MMM-yyyy';
End.Format = 'dd-MMM-yyyy';
Start_Date = cellstr(Start);
End_Date = cellstr(End);
Start.Format = 'hh:mm:ss';
End.Format = 'hh:mm:ss';
Start_Time = cellstr(Start);
End_Time = cellstr(End);
%% Add columns Dates and Times to table
T = table(Start_Date, Start_Time, End_Date, End_Time);
Logs = [Logs T];
clear T
%% Completing same logs which were split due to faults in the data
extraction database
for i=1:size(Logs,1)
Endloop = size(Logs,1); % Endloop changes in size when a row is
deleted
while i<=Endloop
if isnat(Logs{i,7}) && not(strcmp(Logs{i,14},'Log-Out'))
Column_DebNr = find(DebNr((i+1):Endloop,1)==DebNr(i,1));
Column_DebNr = Column_DebNr(:,1)+i;
Column_Date = find(strcmp(Start_Date,Start_Date(i,1)));
Column_Intersect = intersect(Column_DebNr,Column_Date,'rows');
if isempty(Column_Intersect)
break
end
if
strcmp(PaginaPathNoSearch(Column_Intersect(1,1),1),PaginaPathNoSearch(i,
1))
Logs{Column_Intersect(:,1),2} = Logs{i,2};
CaseID(Column_Intersect(:,1),1) = CaseID(i,1);
ID(i,:) = [];
CaseID(i,:) = [];
DebNr(i,:) = [];
Taak(i,:) = [];
URL(i,:) = [];
Start(i,:) = [];
End(i,:) = [];
Zoekwoord(i,:) = [];
Landcode(i,:) = [];
Pagina(i,:) = [];
Search(i,:) = [];
PaginaPathSearch(i,:) = [];
PaginaPathNoSearch(i,:) = [];
End_Date(i,:) = [];
End_Time(i,:) = [];
Start_Date(i,:) = [];
Start_Time(i,:) = [];
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Logs(i,:) = [];
elseif not(strcmp(PaginaPathNoSearch(Column_Intersect(1,1),1),'LogIn'))
Logs{i,7} = Logs{i,6};
Logs{i,17} = Logs{i,15};
Logs{i,18} = Logs{i,16};
Logs{Column_Intersect(:,1),2} = Logs{i,2};
CaseID(Column_Intersect(:,1),1) = CaseID(i,1);
End(i,1) = Start(i,1);
End_Date(i,1) = Start_Date(i,1);
End_Time(i,1) = Start_Time(i,1);
break
end
end
break
end
end
clear Column_Date Column_DebNr Column_Intersect i Endloop
%% Delete all cases which have just one event
for i=1:size(Logs,1)
Endloop = size(Logs,1); % Endloop changes in size when a row is
deleted
while i<=Endloop
Column_CaseID = find(Logs{:,2}==Logs{i,2});
%Column_CaseID = Column_CaseID(:,1)+i;
if size(Column_CaseID,1)==1
ID(i,:) = [];
CaseID(i,:) = [];
DebNr(i,:) = [];
Taak(i,:) = [];
URL(i,:) = [];
Start(i,:) = [];
End(i,:) = [];
Zoekwoord(i,:) = [];
Landcode(i,:) = [];
Pagina(i,:) = [];
Search(i,:) = [];
PaginaPathSearch(i,:) = [];
PaginaPathNoSearch(i,:) = [];
End_Date(i,:) = [];
End_Time(i,:) = [];
Start_Date(i,:) = [];
Start_Time(i,:) = [];
Logs(i,:) = [];
else
break
end
end
end
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